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Abstract
The Centre for T eaching C om puting aim s to facilitate co-operation  betw een  
third lev e l co lleg es  in  Ireland and Europe. Such co-operation  w ill result in the 
developm ent, u se  and publication  o f  b est practices and m aterial for teaching  
com puting. A  num ber o f  electronic d iscu ssion  groups w ere set up b y  the CTC to 
assist in  provid ing a forum for exchanging ideas and m aterials and prom oting co ­
operation b etw een  those in vo lved  in  the fie ld  o f  com puting at third level. T he eSIG s 
need to have m em bers com m unicating on  a regular basis to b e successfu l. This 
dissertation exp lains the tech n o logy  o f  the eSIG s and details the support m easures that 
have been put in  p lace to ensure that they deliver on  their potential.
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Introduction
The Centre for T eaching Com puting (C TC) w as established in  1992 by  the 
U n iversity  o f  U lster and D u b lin  C ity U niversity. It w as set up in  response to  the rapid 
grow th in dem and for personnel w ith  com puting k now ledge and sk ills  [C T C -94], A s  
the com puter industry is  a rapidly changing one, there is a continuing need  for new  
com puting sk ills  and h en ce frequent changes in  ex istin g  courses are required, as is  the 
introduction o f  n ew  program m es. Supporting com puting lecturers in institutions o f  
higher and further education  throughout Ireland in the shared developm ent, evaluation  
and d issem ination  o f  teach ing m aterials and m eth odolog ies should  ensure that the 
problem s o f  cop ing w ith  th ese frequent changes w ill  b e  m in im ised .
B y  facilitating this co-operation  b etw een  third lev e l co lleg es , the CTC helps 
to avoid the problem s associated  w ith  :
•  the duplication  o f  effort in  the design  o f  courses and course material
•  variation in standards
•  an absence o f  e ffec tiv e  m eans o f  recogn isin g  and sharing best thinking and 
practices
•  failure to recogn ise  and exp loit the em erging international market for 
com puting education  m aterials at third level.
B y  acting as a forum  for exchanging ideas and m aterials the CTC hopes to  
facilitate the developm ent, u se  and publication o f  best practices and m aterials for 
teaching com puting, resulting in  :
•  im proved availability  o f  h igh  quality com puter personnel to 
service the n eed s o f  the com puter industry in  Ireland
•  im proved cost e ffic ien cy  due to less duplication  o f  effort in  course  
design  and preparation
•  h igh  quality courses that keep fu lly  abreast o f  developm ents in  the 
rapidly changing area o f  com puting
•  the prom otion  o f  com puting education as an industry in itse lf
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In order to fu lfill its m issio n , the fo llo w in g  activ ities are b e in g  undertaken by the 
CTC:
•  D evelop m en t and m aintaining o f  databases o f  syllabi, 
exam ination  questions and the research and teach ing interests o f  
com puting lecturers
•  O rganisation o f  an annual conference on  C om puting Curriculum  
D evelop m en t & D elivery
•  H osting  a series o f  w orkshops, co lloq u ia  and sem inars
•  P ublish ing o f  a m onth ly  new sletter
•  Prom otion  o f  postgraduate research in the teaching o f  com puting
•  P rovision  o f  assistance to com puting lecturers in  courseware  
developm ent
Through th ese activities, the CTC has built up m any contacts not on ly  in 
Ireland but all over Europe. A s a result o f  m aking these contacts, the C T C ’s Annual 
C onference has grow n each year and delegates n ow  com e from  all over Europe.
A s the m ain  thrust o f  each conference is  the developm ent and d elivery  o f  the 
curriculum, tw o o f  the m o st important activities are :
•  the establishm ent o f  a database o f  European recom m ended syllabi
and
•  the developm ent o f  coursew are written to the specifications o f  these syllabi.
D uring the 2nd A nnual C onference, held  in  Septem ber 1994, it w as decided  that in  
order to ach ieve these goals, d iscussion  b etw een  academ ics in the EU, on  all aspects 
o f  the syllabi w ou ld  need  to b e stim ulated and fostered. A s  a result, a num ber o f  
electronic d iscussion  groups w ere established to  encourage such d iscussion . T hese  
groups w ou ld  enable com puting academ ics across Europe to collaborate and discuss 
topics o f  m utual interest. E ight groups - know n as electronic Special Interest Groups 
(eSIG s) w ere set up, each  to represent a different area o f  com puting.
The provision  o f  a forum , in  addition to the annual conference, for academ ics 
to d iscuss top ics o f  interest w ill  provide m em bers with:
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• pointers to n ew  developm ents/resources on  the Internet
• access to evaluations o f  public dom ain  and com m ercial 
products
• access to lists o f  conferences, softw are rev iew s, reports and 
good  practice as drawn up b y  the group
• a facility  to m ake informal com m ents and exchange v iew s  on  
their sp ecia list areas
• a ccess to centres o f  excellen ce throughout the world.
This dissertation describes the tech nology  o f  the eSIG s and evaluates the 
extent to w h ich  they have delivered on  their potential.
T he developm ent o f  a W orld W ide W eb based  too l w h ich  w as created in  
response to a dem and for detailed inform ation on  university com puting courses in  
Europe is  also described. T he tool u ses a sim ple user interface based on  m aps and 
allow s users quick  access to  com puting faculty w eb  sites in  European universities.
F inally , a set o f  recom m endations for further developm ent o f  the eSIG s and 
the W eb site is d iscussed .
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Chapter One - Technology of eSIGs
The CTC A nnual C onference o f  1994 identified  eight d istinct areas o f  com puting  
established an electronic S pecial Interest Group for each.. T he areas identified  were-:
• A rtificial In telligence
•  D atabases
• Form al M ethods
• M ultim edia and A uthoring T ools
• Program m ing L anguages
•  Com puter Architecture and O perating System s
• H um an Com puter Interaction/M ultim edia
•  Softw are E ngineering
1. Background Inform ation
The concept o f  an electronic d iscu ssion  group is  sim ilar to that o f  any other 
discussion  group w here a num ber o f  p eop le w ith  sim ilar interests m eet and d iscuss  
topics o f  interest. W hat sets an electronic d iscussion  group apart from  any other is 
that d iscussion s take p lace v ia  electronic m eans, often  u tilising the rapidly grow ing  
w orld w id e  netw ork k now n  as the Internet, to ‘talk’ v ia  electronic m essag in g  or em ail 
system s. T he Internet con sists o f  m any typ es o f  com puter connected  together and 
com m unicating in a com m on  w ay at h igh  sp eed  all around the w orld. It is often  
referred to as the Inform ation Superhighw ay or C yberspace, but w hatever it is called, 
this international netw ork has evo lved  sign ificantly  since its inception  in  the 19 6 0 ’s 
[G U L -95] .
The Internet w as con ceived  as an experim ental netw ork to support m ilitary  
research for the U .S . D efen ce  Departm ent. T he project w as initiated b y  the D ep t.’s 
A dvanced  Research Projects A g en cy  (A R P A ) and one o f  the primary goals o f  the 
A R PA net w as to build  a netw ork that cou ld  w ithstand partial failures o f  equipm ent 
and still function. In other w ords, A R P A  w anted to build  a fault tolerant network. 
Funds w ere granted to com puter sc ien ce departm ents in  m any U S  universities and to a
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few  private corporations to stim ulate research into com puter netw orks, and on  using  
distributed netw orking to  protect a netw ork from destruction.
A s a result o f  this research, a tech n o logy  know n as packet sw itch in g evo lved  
that has the capability  to a llow  com m unications to b e re-routed should com m unication  
lines be dam aged. This com m on com m unications ‘language’ w as ca lled  T C P/IP1. 
W ith the introduction o f  this tech nology  and the d evelopm ent o f  additional 
com m unications softw are, m ore and m ore netw orks w ere linked together in the early  
‘8 0 ’s. R egardless o f  w hat type o f  com puter equipm ent w as b eing  used  by  
governm ent, educational and com m ercial institutions all m achines cou ld  com m unicate  
w ith  each other u sin g  TCP/IP.
The increased  ease w ith  w h ich  it w as p ossib le  to transfer inform ation has 
resulted in nearly 150 ,000  n ew  users per m onth accessing  the Internet, and to date has 
resulted in a lm ost 7 m illio n  com puters have been  connected  to the Internet. This 
allow s b etw een  4 0  and 50  m illion  users access to th is Inform ation Superhighw ay.
The Internet is not m erely  a w orld -w id e netw ork o f  com puters. T he Internet is  
the data available on  it and the ease w ith  w h ich  this data can be accessed . E lectronic 
m ail (em ail), FTP (file  transfer protocol), N ew sgrou ps (public d iscu ssion  groups), 
W orld W ide W eb and T elnet are m ore readily available to m ake Internet easy  and 
w orthw hile to use.
D efin itio n s
Em ail and F ile  Transfer: Internet users can send m ail m essages, data files  and 
softw are program s to other Internet users.
Telnet: U sers on  on e system  can access other host system s across the netw ork w ith  
just a handful o f  com m ands. A  user w ith  an account at one Internet site can log  in to 
check for m ail m essages or files  or other electron ically  save data from  anywhere else  
on  the network.
N ew s: Internet is the h om e o f  U senet, a giant bulletin  board system  that contains 
thousands o f  on go in g  teleconferences on  alm ost every topic im aginable. M illion s o f  
readers check  into one or m ore U sen et groups regularly.
1 Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol
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W orld W ide W eb: A  graphical interface for brow sing docum ents that have b een  m ade  
p ublicly  available on  the Internet.
1.1 Newsgroups
A  new sgroup is  a com m unication  m edium  that a llow s p eop le w ith  Internet 
access to d iscuss issu es o f  m utual interest. Readers interested in  a particular top ic can  
read and respond to m essages posted  to a particular new sgroup b y  other readers. 
Readers have access to experts on  a variety o f  topics. P eop le can have d iscussions  
about everything and anything w ith  other p eop le  on  a w orld -w id e basis. T hese  
discussions can  be u sed  for w ork or sim p ly  for recreation and enjoym ent. 
N ew sgroups are ideal for brow sing and do not require a lot o f  com m itm ent. I f  y o u ’re 
on ly m arginally interested in som e topic, you  can ‘drop in ’ and read up on  the latest 
discussions o n ce  a m onth, or on ce every 6 m onths, or on ly  on ce a year. It is not 
necessary to subscribe to a new sgroup and read all the p ostings to it everyday. I f  you  
are extrem ely interested, then you  can check  up the latest happening on  a frequent 
basis.
There are tw o types o f  new sgroups - moderated and unmoderated.
‘m oderated’ - Individuals are not a llow ed  to p ost directly to the new sgroup. Postings  
go  to a ‘m oderator’ w h o d ecides w hether to pass it on  or not.
‘unm oderated’ - A  reader is  allow ed  to p ost directly to the new sgroup
The CTC eSIG s are very sim ilar to these new sgroups. D eta ils on  h o w  th ey  operate 
fo llow .
1.2 How the eSIGs operate
The eSIG s are sligh tly  different to the new sgroups outlined in section  1.1, in  
that interested parties m ust subscribe to the eSIG s. O ne can access the eSIG s v ia  
em ail and in fact, an eSIG  can be considered to be an em ail alias that has m ultiple
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destinations. T he eSIG s, w h ich  w ill b e  d iscussed  in  m ore detail b e lo w  are m aintained  
on a server in the U K  know n as M A IL B A SE .
1.2.1 M A ILB A SE Server
M A IL B A S E  is the U K ’s major electronic m ailing list service that enables 
groups to m anage their ow n  d iscu ssion  top ics and associated  files. T he C TC eSIG s 
are unm oderated, a llow in g  p ostings (m essages) to go  directly to m em bers o f  the lists. 
To jo in  a particular eSIG , one sim ply em ails the group and jo in s up. A fter this a 
m em ber can send  a m essage to that group, check  on  previous m essages sent to the 
group or leave the group (see  A ppendix A  for m ore inform ation on  M A IL B A S E )
1.3 Objectives o f the CTC eSIGs
A n  eSIG  is  intended to con sist o f  a com m unity  o f  like p eop le  w h o  seek  to 
prom ote ex ce llen ce  in  research and good  practice in their specialist area. This 
com m unity w ou ld  com m unicate electron ically  v ia  the M A IL B A S E  server as outlined  
p reviously  in  th is chapter and as a result the m em bers o f  the 8 eSIG s w ill
•  m aintain bulletin  boards
•  help organise sem inars and w orkshops
•  contribute to the annual conference
•  help the CTC draft an educational p o licy
•  draw up recom m ended syllabi.
T hese objectives are consistent w ith  the overall aim  o f  the CTC.
1.4 Management of the eSIGs
M anagem ent in vo lves decid ing  w hat is to be done, d ep loyin g  the resources 
required to do it and ensuring the task is com pleted  [L U P-83]. H aving decided to
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use eSIG s as a forum  for d iscussion  b etw een  com puting academ ics, the CTC has 
em ployed  the resources supplied b y  M A IL B A S E  to facilitate this electronic  
collaboration. T he m ain  m anagem ent concern at present is that o f  task com pletion . 
This entails ensuring that the eSIG s are b ein g  used  for their intended purpose and that 
the objectives set out b y  the CTC are b eing  met.
Prelim inary research into m anaging this Inform ation R esource for the CTC  
show s that Inform ation Filtering techniques w ou ld  be the best w a y  to  analyse  
perform ance. U sin g  these techniques, a system  could  b e designed  and developed  to 
m onitor the eSIG  activity and generate reports that the CTC w ou ld  subsequently use  
to carry out qualitative evaluations. Chapter T w o describes Inform ation F iltering and 
details current techniques and system s in use. Chapter Three outlines h o w  th ese could  
b e usefu l in  m anaging the eSIG s and details are g iven  on  the su ccess o f  eSIG s.
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Chapter Two - Information Filtering
2. Introduction
The filtering o f  inform ation is  not a n ew  concept. In fact, sin ce  the invention  
o f  the w ritten w ord, p eop le have b een  continually filtering inform ation. P eop le  on ly  
buy certain m agazines or papers that contain articles on  a particular subject and skim  
through the articles to find the interesting ones. T his extraction o f  relevant 
inform ation is  referred to as filtering. Figure 1 show s a sim ple m od el o f  inform ation  
filtering.
U p  to the early ’8 0 ’s the attention w as on  generating inform ation, but since  
then m ore focus is being p laced  on  receiv in g  inform ation - the process o f  controlling  
and filtering inform ation that reaches the p eop le  w ho m ust u se  it [D E N -82] . For over  
40  years, research in Inform ation R etrieval has been focused  on ensuring that users 
on ly receive inform ation that is  relevant to them . Inform ation Filtering also concerns 
the presentation o f  data that w ill satisfy  an inform ation requirem ent and is  in  essen ce a 
specialised  form  o f  Inform ation Retrieval.
R esearch in the area o f  Inform ation F iltering is endeavouring to keep up w ith  
the exp losion  o f  inform ation available in  m achine readable (electronic) form. A  prime 
exam ple o f  the grow ing rate o f  inform ation traffic is the Internet, w h ich  up to 1988, 
had on ly  a few  thousand users. In 1994, Krol reported in  h is book, ‘The W hole  
Internet’ that since then the num ber o f  Internet users had increased a thousand fold  
[K R O -94] and con sists o f  3 1 ,0 0 0  netw orks, w ith  over 2  m illio n  com puters connected
Interesting User
iIncoming Articles
N ot Interesting Reject
Figure 2-1 - Simple Filter Architecture
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to it. O ver 2 0  m illio n  p eop le  cou ld  be reached by em ail2 and have access to the 
resources on  the Internet. T hese figures have increased even  further sin ce  1994. It 
has been  estim ated that n o w  over 7 m illion  com puters are connected  to the Internet, 
resulting in  over 4 0  m illio n  p eop le h aving access to em ail. Thousands o f  n ew  users 
are b eing  added daily  to the Internet, the w orld ’s largest com puter netw ork that 
provides an indescribable w ealth  o f  inform ation. Several to o ls  have been  developed  to 
access som e o f  this data scattered across the network. T hese too ls try to be user- 
friendly and help  in searching a variety o f  on -line resources and access servers such as 
Gopher, W orld W ide W eb (W W W ) and W ide A rea Inform ation Servers (W A IS). 
Gopher a llow s the user to navigate through the Internet b y  selectin g  resources from  
m enus. W W W  is another m enu-based  service for brow sing hypertext3 docum ents 
w ith  Internet links to other docum ents dispersed over the Internet. W A IS helps the 
user search indexed  m aterial on  the Internet. Search engines have been  developed  
w hich  also help  p eo p le  find inform ation on  the W W W . T hese include A ltavista  
developed  b y  D ig ita l, L ycos d evelop ed  at Carnegie M ellon  U n iversity  and others such  
as InfoSeek, Y ah oo, E xcite, W ebC raw ler and O pentext. T hese too ls  search all w eb  
pages w h ich  have b een  m ade p ub licly  available on  the Internet and return a list o f  
those w h ich  b est m atch your query. Other techniques have been  put in p lace to help  
p eop le u tilisin g  the Internet - n ew s groups, m ailing lists and specialist inform ation  
sites. Thousands o f  m ailing  lists ex ist, covering a w id e variety o f  topics. The user 
subscribes to m ailing  lists o f  interest and receives m essages on  the top ic v ia  em ail.
W ith access to these inform ation sources becom in g easier, and the num bers o f  
users grow ing rapidly, the need  for autom ated inform ation filtering is  becom ing  
critical.
2.1 What is Information Filtering?
Filtering is  often  understood to m ean the rem oval o f  inform ation from a 
stream o f  data. H ow ever, gen erica lly  the term  Inform ation Filtering is  used  to refer to 
selecting  relevant inform ation (p ositive filtering) and elim inating that w h ich  is non-
2 electronic means of sending information from one user to one or more users in the form of a message
3 text containing words that provide access to other documents on the Internet
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relevant (n egative filtering). One o f  the earliest form s o f  electron ic inform ation  
filtering cam e from  research into h o w  to m in im ise sc ien tists’ efforts in  keep ing up to 
date w ith  n ew  developm ents in  their areas o f  specialisation. T his research know n  as 
S elective  D issem in ation  o f  Inform ation (S D I) [R O W -78] in v o lv es  the user expressing  
interests v ia  a num ber o f  long-term , continuously  evaluated queries, ca lled  profiles. 
The user w ill  then p a ssiv e ly  receive docum ents filtered according to the profiles.
Ever since the invention  o f  com puters, research into h o w  to store and access  
the electronic inform ation available has b een  ongoing. Storage and accessing  relevant 
inform ation is  n o w  referred to  as Inform ation R etrieval. A s  m ost current inform ation  
filtering system s u se techniques and m ethods developed  as a result o f  research  
undertaken in inform ation retrieval, inform ation filtering cou ld  be described as a 
specia lised  application o f  inform ation retrieval.
Inform ation F iltering has m ore recently b een  defined  as ‘a nam e used  to 
describe a variety o f  processes in v o lv in g  the delivery o f  inform ation to p eop le w ho  
need it’ [B E L -92] . M any inform ation filtering system s:
•  are designed  for unstructured or sem i-structured data
•  deal prim arily w ith  textual inform ation
•  in v o lv e  large am ounts o f  data
•  in v o lv e  streams o f  incom in g data
•  are based  on  descriptions o f  individual/group inform ation  
preferences
M any o f  these features are also found in  other text-based  inform ation system s. 
T ext routing system s in v o lv e  sending relevant incom ing data to individuals or groups. 
C ategorisation system s are designed  to attach one or m ore predefined  categories to 
incom ing objects [L E W -92] . T he m ajor difference betw een  these text categorisation  
system s and inform ation filtering system s is  the static nature o f  the categories, as 
com pared w ith  profiles. Extraction system s in v o lv e  extracting facts from the text o f  
incom ing objects [S U N -9 1 ] . D eterm ining w h ich  o f  the incom in g objects are relevant 
is secondary in  text extraction. Inform ation Retrieval system s share m ost o f  the 
features outlined above and m uch  o f  the research in this area is  directly relevant to 
Inform ation Filtering.
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2.2 Information Retrieval
Inform ation Retrieval can be defined as the process o f  searching for specific  
inform ation from  a num ber o f  stored inform ation item s. It is concerned w ith  the 
representation, storage, organisation and accessing  o f  inform ation item s [SA L -83], 
Inform ation R etrieval (IR) research in vo lves develop ing  the m ost effec tive  and 
efficien t m ethods o f  accessin g  natural language inform ation u sing  com puters. It is 
also concerned w ith  finding representations and m ethods o f  com parison  that w ill  
discrim inate b etw een  relevant and non-relevant docum ents.
S in ce the 1 9 4 0 ’s the problem  o f  inform ation storage and retrieval has attracted 
increasing attention [V A N -79] . W ith the enorm ous advances in netw orking and the 
rapid expansion  o f  the Internet, considerable attention is n o w  b ein g  paid to 
Inform ation Retrieval. T he Internet, the w orld ’s largest com puter netw ork is like a 
sea o f  inform ation and w ith  so m any inform ation sources to w ad e through, t it is 
difficu lt to sort out the usefu l from the uninteresting w ithout spending inordinate 
am ounts o f  tim e and m oney. The primary objective o f  an IR  system  is to retrieve as 
m any relevant docum ents g iv en  a particular query w h ile  at the sam e tim e avoiding  
non-relevant docum ents. T his reduces the tim e and effort invested  b y  a user in  
look in g  for usefu l inform ation. W ith the current fast pace o f  inform ation generation, 
the huge grow th o f  the Internet and the increasing popularity o f  the W orld W ide W eb  
this goal is  even  m ore important than ever.
In order to ach ieve this goal, m uch  o f  the research and developm ent in 
inform ation retrieval is  geared tow ards im proving the effectiven ess and e ffic ien cy  o f  
IR system s. T he e ffic ien cy  o f  a system  is usually  m easured in  term s o f  the com puter  
resources, such  as C P U  tim e and storage space, w h ich  are used  in responding to a 
particular query. T he effec tiven ess o f  a g iven  IR  system  is  u sually  m easured in terms 
o f  precision  and recall [V A N -79].
•  Precision refers to the proportion o f  retrieved docum ents w h ich  are relevant
•  recall refers to the proportion o f  relevant docum ents w h ich  are retrieved.
IR system s can b e geared towards h igh  precision or h igh  recall depending on  the 
application.
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A n  IR  system  con sists o f  a  set o f  inform ation item s (D O C S ), a set o f  requests 
(R E Q S) and a m echanism  (SIM IL A R ) for determ ining w h ich  o f  the inform ation  
item s m eets the requirem ents o f  the requests [S A L -83]. T he inform ation item s are 
u sually  natural language docum ents and the requests are referred to as queries. T hese  
queries can also  be natural language (usually  u sing  a restricted vocabulary) or part o f  
a m ore form al query language (u sing  an artificial syntax and vocabulary). T he  
docum ents and queries are generally  converted to a sp ecia l form  u sin g  an indexing  
language (L A N G ). (S ee  F igure 2 ) T his process o f  assign in g  suitable terms and  
identifiers w h ich  can represent the content o f  the docum ents is  an im portant operation  
in  the retrieval system  and is  generally  referred to as indexing.
Process of determining the similarity 
of the request representation to the 
information representation
(SIMILAR)
Figure 2-2 - Overview of Information Retrieval
2.2.1 Automatic Indexing
In a ll m od em  IR  system s, indexing is  carried out b y  com puter and is  d ivided  
into 2  operations - (1 ) assignm ent o f  the actual terms to represent the content o f  the  
inform ation item  and (2 ) assignm ent o f  a w eigh t to each o f  th ese terms w hich  reflects  
the im portance o f  each term  in  th e docum ent.
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2.2.1.1 Word Frequency
A ssig n in g  term s w h ich  w ill actually represent the item  has b een  largely based  
on the w ork o f  Luhn, w h o  introduced the idea o f  u sing  the frequency o f  w ord  
occurrences as a b asis for determ ining good  index terms. A ccording to Luhn  
“m easuring w ord sign ificance b y  use-frequency is based  on  the fact that a writer 
norm ally repeats certain w ords as he advances or varies h is argum ent and as he 
elaborates on  an aspect o f  a subject. T his m eans o f  em phasis is  taken as an indicator 
o f  sign ifican ce...” [L U H -58].
Z ip f u ses this idea  in  h is rank-frequency law , w h ich  states that the product o f  
frequency o f  use o f  w ords and the rank order is  approxim ately constant [ZIP-49],
Frequency, rank =  constant
T he frequency o f  a g iven  w ord  m ultiplied  b y  the rank order, that is, the order 
o f  its frequency o f  occurrence in  the overall docum ent, w ill b e  approxim ately equal to 
the frequency o f  another w ord m ultip lied  by  its rank.
T he “principle o f  least effort” is used  to exp lain  Z ip f  s law  - it is  easier for a 
writer to repeat certain w ords than to u se  n ew  ones. T his accounts for the fact that the 
w ords w ith  the h igh est frequency in  m ost docum ents tend to b e  short w ords such as 
“and”, “o f ’, “but”, “the” . T he frequency is denoted as FR E Q jk w here k  is  the term  
and i the docum ent.
O nce the frequency o f  all the w ords (terms) has b een  established, all the h igh  
and lo w  frequency term s are rem oved. This is  u sually  done b y  p ick ing  som e h igh  and 
lo w  threshold values and any terms w ith  frequencies above or b e lo w  these values w ill  
be rem oved. A  ‘stop -list’ m ade up o f  a few  hundred h igh  frequency w ords is usually  
used  to elim inate th ose above the threshold. T he rem aining m edium  frequency terms 
have ‘reso lv in g  p ow er’ - the ability  to discrim inate content and are used as index  
terms.
2 .2 .1 .2  S u ffix  rem o v a l
The next step in  representing the content o f  the inform ation item  is  suffix  
rem oval. This process serves to broaden the scop e o f  the index terms b y  reducing the
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term to stem  form. Thus, the w ords com putational, com puting, com puter w ou ld  be  
reduced to ‘com put’, or e ffec tive , effectiven ess, effectual w ou ld  all be reduced to 
‘e ffec t’.
There are som e issues in su ffix  rem oval w h ich  m ust be handled w ith  care.
1. It is  desirable to rem ove certain endings but not others for e.g. the ending ‘in g ’. 
It w ou ld  not be correct to rem ove this from  ‘rin g’ or another exam ple is the ending  
‘u a l’, it w ou ld  b e desirable to rem ove this from  ‘factual’ but not ‘equal’. T o avoid  
this problem , a m in im um  stem  length is sp ecified  w h ich  m ust rem ain after the 
su ffix  rem oval.
2. S om e w ords are changed w hen  an ending is  added for e.g . r e lie f  to relieving, or 
absorb to absorption. R u les to account for such transform ations are included in  the 
su ffix  rem oval process.
3. For w ords w ith  m ultip le su ffixes, such as ‘e ffec tiv en ess’, the process can be 
applied recursively several tim es. First ‘n ess ’ rem oved  then ‘iv e ’. A lternatively  a 
su ffix  dictionary can be used  w h ich  contains all the m ultiple su ffix  entries and the 
longer su ffix  is  rem oved  in  preference to the shorter one.
In practice, m ost IR  system s use a su ffix  list com bined  w ith  a few  contextual 
rules applicable to particular su ffixes. A  list o f  transform ations or a su ffix  dictionary  
to recode som e o f  the generated stem s is also used.
N o w  that stem s instead o f  fu ll w ords are to be used  as index terms, a greater 
num ber o f  potentially  relevant item s can be identified . S om e stem s m ay be m ore  
important than others. T his leads to the n ext stage in the representation o f  the 
docum ent w h ich  is  the w eigh tin g  o f  each stem  to reflect its u sefu lness in  the w h o le  
co llection  o f  docum ents.
2.2.1.3 Term Weighting
G ood index term s are those w h ich  h ave h igh  frequencies for som e individual 
docum ents but w ith  a relatively  low  total frequency - T O T F R E Q k =  F R E Q ik. This 
ensures that good  lev e ls  o f  recall and precision  w ill  be achieved. R ecall refers to the 
proportion o f  relevant docum ents retrieved and precision  refers to the proportion o f
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retrieved docum ents w h ich  are relevant. M ost o f  the research into the effectiven ess  
and effic ien cy  o f  IR  system s concentrates on  im proving both  recall and precision .
The inverse document frequency (idf) w eigh t is  o ften  used  and assum es that 
the term im portance is  proportional to the standard occurrence frequency o f  each term  
k in docum ent I (F R E Q ik) and inversely  proportional to the total num ber o f  
docum ents to w h ich  each term  is assigned (D O C F R E Q k)
lo g , d o c t r e q  + 1 =  1° S »  - lo g ^ D O C F R E Q J  +  l
U nder this w eigh tin g  schem e, h igh  w eigh ts are assigned  to th ose stem s 
occurring in on ly  a few  docum ents o f  the co llection .
A nother m ethod m easures the degree to w h ich  the u se  o f  the term w ill  aid in 
distinguishing the docum ents from each other. T his m easure is  know n as Term 
Discrimination Value. T he density  o f  the docum ent space is  calculated initially. 
This is the degree to w h ich  docum ents are ‘bunched u p ’ in  the space o f  docum ents.
n n
AVERAGE-SIMILARITY =  C O N ST A N T  E  I  SIM 1LA R (D ; , D .)
i' =  i ;  =  1 
i  *  j
SIM ILAR(Di and Dj ) - is  a  sim ilarity function  u sed  to represent the sim ilarity  
b etw een  docum ents D ( and Dj in a co llection
The space density  can be com puted m ore effic ien tly  by  constructing an 
artificial ‘average’ docum ent D  as the centroid, in w h ich  the term s exhibit average 
frequency characteristics. T he A V G SIM  is  then the sum  o f  the sim ilarities o f  each  
docum ent w ith  the centroid
A V G S IM  =  C O N ST A N T  ^  SIM ILA R C D .D i)
i = 1
The discrim ination va lu e D IS C V A L U E k can n o w  b e com puted for each term k as
D IS C V A L U E k =  (A V G S IM )k - A V G SIM
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Term s can n o w  be ranked according to their discrim ination values. It is  
generally  m edium  frequency term s that are good  discrim inators since they have a 
p ositive  D IS C V A L U E s. For each term, a w eigh tin g  is  n o w  assigned  b y  com bin ing  
the term frequency factor w ith  the D ISC V A L U E .
W EIG H T* =  F R E Q ik . D ISC V A L U E  k
2.2.1.4 Similarity Measures4
A  sim ilarity co e ffic ien t m easures the relationship b etw een  tw o individuals, 
given  the values o f  a set o f  p  variates com m on to both. In general sim ilarity  
coefficien ts take the values in  the range 0 to 1 [E V E -80], In Inform ation R etrieval 
they are u sed  to sh o w  the sim ilarities b etw een  the index terms for each pair o f  
docum ents in a co llection . It does this by  com paring pairs o f  row s o f  a docum ent 
matrix [S A L -83]. T he row s o f  this matrix represent the docum ent vectors for the  
w h ole  co llection  and the colum ns sh ow  the term s in  each  docum ent.
T , t 2 . . . . .  T ,
D . d n d iz  . . • d n
Dz d * , d i2  . . . d 2t
• • • ■
On dn d „ 2 ■ ■ d n t
Figure 2-3 -Matrix of Document vectors
The sim ilarity b etw een  tw o objects (docum ents/queries) is  norm ally com puted  
as a function o f  the properties that are assigned  to both objects. T he num ber o f
properties that are jo in tly  absent m ay also be taken into consideration.
Dice Coefficients
2 I  (TER M *.  TERMjk)
SIM {D O  Ct, DOCi) = = 1-  =-
x  T E R M » + X  TERM»
k = 1 k = 1
4 often called similarity coefficients or association coefficients
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The num erator represents the sum  o f  the products o f  corresponding term  
w eigh ts for tw o g iv en  vectors - D O Q  and DOC,. T he denom inator con sists o f  the 
sum o f  the w eigh ts o f  all properties for the tw o g iven  vectors.
Jaccard Coefficients
Z  { T E R M * .  T E R M j k )
SIM{DOQ, D O C ) = —--------------k- f^   --------------------
X  T E R M *  +  X  T E R M j k  -  £  ( T E R M * .  T E R M » )
k = I k = I k = 1
Cosine Coefficient
I  (TERM . TERM )
ik jk
____________k = 1_____________________
COSINE(DOCi, D O C .) = É  ( T E R M ) 2 . £  (T E R M )2
J  / *  jk/k = 1 k = 1
This is the m ost com m on ly  used  m easure and takes into account the length o f  
docum ents and assigns a w eig h t to each term and calculates the cosin e o f  the angular 
distance b etw een  vectors. A s the numerator is  d ivided  b y  the product o f  the lengths o f  
the docum ent vectors, long  docum ents w ith  m any term s are quite long  and usually  
produce sm all cosin e sim ilarities .
Overlap Measure
SIM {D O  Ci, D O C j )  =
I  { T E R M * .  T E R M j k )
k =  1
m m
t t
I  T E R M * ,  I  T E R M j k
U  = l k = l
T he denom inator in  this case con sists o f  the low er-w eighted  term s from  the 
tw o docum ents. A s  a query norm ally contains low -w eighted  terms, the query- 
docum ent correlations using this m easure are u sually  larger in m agnitude than those  
o f  the C osine C oefficien t.
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2.2.1.5 Phrase formation and Thesaurus Classes
To increase the chances o f  retrieving m ore relevant docum ents terms w ith  h igh  
frequencies but lo w  w eigh t can be com bined  to form  term phrases and th ose terms 
w ith  lo w  frequencies can b e jo in ed  together to form  thesaurus classes.
A  phrase is  a pair o f  2 stem s w h ich  occur in  the sam e sentence w ith in  a 
docum ent text and at least one o f  the stem s has docum ent frequency in the co llection  
exceed ing  a g iv en  threshold. Form ing phrases from  stem s im proves the lev e l o f  
precision  as the sp ecific ity  o f  the docum ent and query content identifiers are 
increased.
A  thesaurus com bines groupings o f  sim ilar or related term s into term classes. 
B y  adding thesaurus classes, the range o f  index term s is  broadened and th is enhances 
the leve l o f  recall in  retrieval.
2 .2 .2  F ile  S tru ctu res
H aving ch osen  the term s to represent the inform ation item s, the next step is  to 
organise these into a file  structure w h ich  ensures efficien t operations such as updating 
and searching. V arious file  structures ex ist ranging from  no organisation to com plex  
relationships b etw een  the terms. A  very  sim ple file  structure is  called a linear list, 
w h ich  is  b asica lly  an unordered co llection  o f  item s. A  file  can b e ordered sequentially  
according to the va lues o f  one o f  its fields u sed  to obtain access to the stored records5. 
A lthough addition o f  a n ew  record requires m aking room  at a sp ecific  location , the 
im provem ent in searching for a record over the linear list m ore than com pensates for 
such a drawback.
2 .2 .2 .1  In d ex ed  files
A n  even  m ore com p lex  file  structure is an indexed  file  w here an index  
provides access to particular segm ents o f  a file . Searching is  im proved even  m ore
5 these fields which are used for accessing stored records are known as keys
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than the ordered sequential file  as n o w  o n ly  a search o f  the index and that part o f  the 
file  sp ecified  b y  the index is  required.
1.2.2.2 Signature Files
A nother structure further dow n  the spectrum  is  a signature file  w h ich  is  a 
probabilistic m ethod  for indexing  text. Each docum ent has an associated  signature in  
w hich  every indexed  term is  used  to generate several hash values and the bits o f  the 
signature corresponding to those hash values are set to one. T o expand on  this, a 
signature file  is u sually  a fixed  length  b it string w ith in  w h ich  bits are set to represent 
the contents o f  an inform ation item . A  hash function is  applied to each o f  the index  
terms chosen  to characterise the docum ent resulting in one or m ore b its in  the bit 
stream to be sw itched  on  (for each operation on  a term ), thus creating the b it string. A  
signature file  cou ld  be defined as a co llection  o f  w ord fingerprints. W hen these word  
fingerprints are com bined , they form  an abstract o f  the original text file  [ZE Z-91] . In 
this case, the fingerprint is  the fixed  length bit-stream  created b y  the hashing function  
and it uniquely identifies a particular term in  the original docum ent.
O nce the signature file  has b een  created, the retrieval w orks b y  com paring the 
query signature w ith  the docum ent signatures. L ess storage space is needed  to store 
the signatures and m atching operations can b e im plem ented m ore effic ien tly  as a 
result o f  the bit-parallel, word-serial nature o f  conventional processors. U sin g  the 
signature file  approach, results in  im proved perform ance in the retrieval as there is 
less data b eing  transferred from  storage to the processor because the signatures are a 
great deal sm aller than the original docum ents from  w h ich  they w ere generated.
2.2.2.3 Inverted Files
The m ost w id e ly  used  file  structure in IR  system s is an inverted file . This file  
contains a postings list for each term in  the in d ex’s lexicon . E ach record in  the 
postings file  stores a list o f  pointers to all occurrences o f  a g iven  term in  the docum ent
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corpus. Each p ostings list entry is, in effect, a unique identifier for a docum ent in  
w hich  the term appears [W IT -94]. U sin g  this type o f  file  elim inates the need  to 
search the entire co llec tion  o f  docum ents as on ly  the p ostings list entries for each  
query term need  to b e checked.
Document Collection
Figure 2-4 - General Structure of an Inverted File
2.2.2.4 Clustered Files
The traditional approach using inverted index files has a disadvantage in  that 
the inform ation regarding a particular docum ent is  scattered am ong m any different 
inverted-term  lists. In addition, inform ation pertaining to different docum ents w ith  
sim ilar term assignm ents is  not in  c lo se  p roxim ity  under this file  system  [SA L -89] . It 
is usefu l to organise the stored inform ation in  a manner w h ich  sim p lifies file  access  
and m anipulation. C lustering is one m ethod o f  c lassify in g  a co llection  o f  stored  
records and in v o lv es  grouping sim ilar docum ents into com m on classes. U sing  
clustered files , docum ents in a particular class can be stored in  adjacent locations  
allow ing a sin g le  file  access to reach an entire class o f  docum ents [SA L -83] . This
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cluster search process results in  an increase in effic ien cy  as the search is confined  to 
those docum ent clusters w h ich  seem  to be m ost sim ilar to the queries made. 
E ffectiven ess m ay also  be im proved under the Cluster Hypothesis w h ich  states that 
c lo se ly  associated  docum ents tend to b e relevant to the sam e queries [V A N -79]. The 
cluster search p rocess is im plem ented  u sing  a c lu ster  cen tro id . A s  w ith  the ‘average’ 
docum ent described  earlier, the cluster centroid is typ ically  the average vector o f  all 
the docum ents in  a particular cluster. That is , the w eigh t o f  a centroid term is 
calculated as the average o f  the w eigh ts for that term in  the clustered docum ents.
1 m
C T E R M k  =  —  Y  T E R M *
™  f  ZÎ
C TER M k is  the kth term in  the centroid, TER M ik is  the kth term in  the ith 
docum ent in the cluster and there are m  docum ents contained in the cluster. The 
cluster search proceeds as fo llo w s
for (i = 1 to number_of_clusters)
{
csim = compare(query_vector, centroid[i]) 
if (csim > threshold)
{
for (j = 0, j < docs_in_cluster[i])
{
dsim = compare(query,doc[i][j]) 
if (dsim > threshold) 
retrieve doc[i][j]
}
}
}
The query is first com pared w ith  the various centroid vectors b y  calculating the 
centroid-query sim ilarities. For the clusters w h o se  centroids sh ow  a su fficien tly  high  
sim ilarity w ith  the query the individual docum ents in the cluster are then com pared to 
the query and th ose exh ibiting h igh  enough  sim ilarities w ith  the query are retrieved  
for the user.
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2.2.3 Information Retrieval Models
The goal o f  an IR system  is to retrieve all the relevant docum ents that m atch  
the users query w h ile  retrieving as few  non-relevant docum ents as p o ssib le  [V A N -79]. 
M any IR system s incorporate query reform ulation, know n as “relevance feedback”, 
w hereby the query is reform ulated to im prove the retrieval o f  relevant docum ents 
based on the relevance assessm ents supplied  b y  the user. The aim  is  to construct n ew  
queries w h ich  sh ow  greater sim ilarity w ith  the docum ents prev iou sly  deem ed relevant 
b y  the user than the original queries [S A L -83]. A t the sam e tim e, the n ew  queries are 
supposed to b e less  sim ilar to those docum ents identified  as non-relevant than the 
originals. T he assum ption is  that the n ew ly  reform ulated requests w ill  retrieve m ore 
inform ation item s resem bling the relevant docum ents previously  returned, and few er  
item s resem bling the non-relevant ones. F igure 3 sh ow s a general m od el o f  IR w hich  
describes the b asic  entities and p rocesses in  the IR situation.
P rodu^ers  o f  T exts 
T e x t C o llections
P erson  w ith  G oals, T asks, 
In te n tio n se tc
I
In fo rm ation  N eed  or
Figure 2-5 - General model of Information Retrieval
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2.2.3.1 Boolean Retrieval
This is the retrieval m odel currently used  in  the vast m ajority o f  IR  system s  
and is the sim p lest retrieval m odel in  operation today. It u tilises the inverted file  
approach, outlined  p rev iou sly  and is  based on  the ‘exact m atch’ principle. The 
B oolean  operators A N D , O R  and N O T  are used  in  conjunction  w ith  the query o f  
terms is in  order to sp ecify  what type o f  m atch is required for retrieval to take p lace. 
This is  a re latively  straightforward task w h ich  in v o lv es  the fo llo w in g  steps the 
docum ents are searched for each term in  the query; each inverted file  entry is  retrieved  
and decoded  and the entries are m erged, taking the union, com plem ent, intersection, 
as appropriate. T hen the docum ents w h ich  have been  indexed  in  this w a y  are 
retrieved and d isp layed  to the user [W IT -94]. To clarify the procedure this exam ple  
is  g iven  -:
Sample Boolean Query
(computer AND applications) OR programming
•  The posting  list for ‘com puter’ is accessed  and decoded. T his activates all 
docum ents contain ing the w ord ‘com puter’.
•  The posting  list for ‘applications’ is then accessed  and decoded. A s  the B oolean  
query sp ecifies  an A N D  operator b etw een  ‘com puter’ and ‘applications’, the tw o  
p ostings lists are com bined  u sing  a set operation. T his results in  a n ew  set o f  active  
docum ents w h ich  contain  ‘com puter’ and ‘applications’.
•  The next step in v o lv es  in accessing  the posting  list for ‘program m ing’ and 
d ecod ing it. T his is  then  com bined w ith  the set from  the previous step u sing  a set 
union operation.
•  The net result is an active set o f  docum ents contain ing ‘com puter’ and 
‘applications’ or ‘program m ing’.
In addition to sp ecify in g  that the ex isten ce o f  query terms w ith in  a docum ent 
is sufficient to warrant its retrieval, it is also p o ssib le  to im pose conditions so that the 
terms m ust appear in the sam e sentence o f  a docum ent before it w ill be retrieved. A
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m ajor problem  w ith  this m odel is that it does not a llow  for any ranking o f  the 
retrieved docum ents.
2.2.3.2 Vector Space Model
This is b ased  on  the concept o f  ‘b est m atch’ and is  a response to the problem s 
o f  the exact m atch m odel. In this m odel docum ents are represented b y  term vectors
in  the form DO CjCTERM ;,, T E R M i2, ............, T E R M it) w ith  the coeffic ien t TERM^
representing the value o f  term j in  docum ent i and the query is  represented b y  the
vector Q T E R M j(Q T E R M jl, Q T E R M j2,  ,Q T E R M jt) w ith  Q T E R M jk representing
the im portance o f  term k  in query j. T hese va lues are u sually  set to either 0  or 1 to 
indicate presence or otherw ise o f  a term in the docum ent and lik ew ise  for the query. 
D ocum ents are retrieved b y  perform ing sim ilarity com putations b etw een  the query  
vector and docum ents vectors. T he assum ption is that the m ore sim ilar a vector  
representing a text is  a query vector, the m ore lik e ly  that the text is relevant to that 
particular query. T he m ost com m on sim ilarity m easure u sed  is the co sin e  o f  the 
angular distance b etw een  vectors outlined earlier.
¿ ( T E R M *  .Q T E R M Jk)
k =  1
r
C O SIN E (D O C i, QUERYj ) =  £  (T E R M ik f  £  (Q T E R M jk ) 2
/ k = 1 k = 1
The docum ent and query terms can be w eighted  to account for their 
importance, contributing to greater num bers o f  relevant docum ents b eing  retrieved.
The docum ents retrieved can be ranked in decreasing order o f  the query- 
docum ent sim ilarity. A lternatively, a variable amount o f  docum ents can b e retrieved  
as requested b y  the user.
2.2.3.3 Probabilistic Retrieval
Probabilistic R etrieval is a lso  a ‘best m atch’ m odel and is  based  on  the 
Probability R anking Principle [R O B -77] . T his states that the function  o f  an IR
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system  is  to rank the docum ents in the co llec tion  in the order o f  their probability o f  
relevance to the query, g iven  all the ev idence available. T his principle accounts for 
the uncertainty in  the representation o f  the inform ation need  and the docum ents in  the 
database. U nder this m odel, a num eric w eig h t is assigned to each retrieved docum ent 
as an estim ate o f  the probability that it is  relevant to the query. A s the relevance o f  a 
docum ent w ith  respect to a query is  a matter o f  degree, it is  assum ed that w h en  the 
docum ent and query vectors are su fficien tly  similar, the corresponding probability  o f  
relevance is  large enough to m ake it reasonable to retrieve the docum ent in  answ er to 
a query [S A L -83]. D ocum ents are presented to the user in  w eig h t order, so those  
considered to be the ‘best m atch’ com e top o f  the list. This new er m ethod o f  retrieval 
can include term dependencies and relationships and m ajor parameters such as 
w eighted  query terms.
2.2.3.4 Latent Semantic Indexing
T his is  an extension  o f  the vector space retrieval m ethod  w h ich  has im proved  
perform ance over the traditional vector space techniques. T he associations betw een  
terms and docum ents are calculated and exp lo ited  in the retrieval process. This is 
achieved b y  organising inform ation into a sem antic structure that takes advantage o f  
the im plicit higher-order associations o f  term s w ith  docum ents. The structure created  
reflects the m ajor associa tive patterns in  the data w h ile  ignoring som e o f  the sm aller 
variations w h ich  m ay be due to id iosyncrasies in  the w ord usage o f  individual 
docum ents [FO L -90] .The assum ption in  L SI is  that there is  a ‘latent’ or underlying  
structure in  the pattern o f  w ord usage across docum ents and that statistical techniques  
can be used  to estim ate this latent structure. U sin g  the singular-value decom position  
technique, a term -docum ent matrix is  form ed, from  the co llec tion  o f  docum ents, in  
w hich  each  entry con sists o f  an integer representing the num ber o f  occurrences o f  a 
specific term in  a particular docum ent [D E E -90]. The Singular V alu e D ecom p osition  
(S V D ) o f  this m atrix is  then com puted and any sm all singular values are elim inated. 
T hese sm all singular values are judged  to be practically irrelevant w hen  com puting  
docum ent sim ilarities and including them  w o u ld  reduce the accuracy o f  the relevance  
judgem ents. T he resulting singular vector and m atrices are then u sed  to map term
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frequency vectors for queries and docum ents into a subspace in w h ich  sem antic  
relationships from  the term -docum ent matrix are preserved w h ile  the ‘n o ise ’ that 
results from  term  u sage variations is suppressed. A s  the L SI m ethod  results in a 
subspace b ased  on  the underlying sem antic sim ilarity, docum ents w ith  sim ilar content 
w ill tend to cluster into this space. In determ ining w hether a particular docum ent is  
relevant to a query, the docum ent is  firstly fo lded  into this subspace on  the basis o f  the 
terms contained therein. I f  it appears c lo se  to docum ents already judged  to be  
interesting in  the space, then it is considered  to be o f  interest and is  subsequently  
retrieved for the user.
2.3 Information Filtering and Information Retrieval
Users or Groups o f  Users,
Figure 2-6 - Information Filtering Model
In the IR  m od el a person w ith  an inform ation need  represents th is need as a 
query and subm its it to the system . On the other side, docum ents are grouped into 
co llections and are indexed  (into text surrogates) for easy m anipulation. T he query is 
com pared to the text surrogate w h ich  leads to a selection  o f  p o ssib ly  relevant 
docum ents. T hese retrieved docum ents can b e evaluated w h ich  m ay lead to som e sort 
o f  m odification  to the query know n as relevance feedback.
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In the Inform ation F iltering m odel, a person has a fairly stable, long-term  
inform ation n eed  and represents this need  in  the form o f  a profile  w h ich  is  then put to 
the system . O n the other side, the producers o f  the docum ents distribute them  to m ake  
them  available to those interested. T he docum ents are represented as text surrogates 
and com pared to  the profiles. Various docum ents are then brought to the attention o f  
the user, w h o m ay or m ay not evaluate h ow  these satisfy  the inform ation need  and 
interests represented in the profile. This evaluation m ay lead to som e m odification  o f  
the profile.
B y  com paring the tw o m od els, it seem s that there is  a c lo se  relationship  
b etw een  them . A ccording to B elk in  and Croft, IR and IF are ‘tw o sides o f  the sam e  
co in ’ [B E L -92], B oth  are concerned w ith  presenting inform ation to p eop le  w ho need  
it and both are deal w ith  practically the sam e kind o f  inform ation.
H ow ever, w h ile  com paring the m od els sh ow s that the entities and p rocesses in  
both are a lm ost identical, there are differences:
Information Filtering Information Retrieval
R epeated u ses o f  the system  b y  a person  
w ith  long-term  interests
S in g le  uses o f  the system  b y  a person  
w ith  a one-tim e query
A ssu m es profiles are correct 
specifications o f  inform ation interests
R ecogn ises inadequacy o f  queries as 
representations o f  inform ation needs
Distributes texts to person/persons C ollection  and organisation o f  texts
Selecting  texts from  a dynam ic stream o f  
data
Selects texts from a relatively  static 
database
Concerned w ith  long-term  changes over a 
series o f  queries
R esponds to user’s interaction w ith in  a 
sing le query
T im eliness o f  a text and privacy  
significant
T im eliness not an issu e and privacy not 
important
U ndefined  user groups w ith  h igh ly  varied  
dom ains
W ell-d efin ed  user groups in sp ecific  
dom ains
Figure 2-7 - Information Filtering/Retrieval Comparison
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2.4 Current Information Filtering Systems
M ost o f  the inform ation filtering system s b eing  u sed  today, em p loy  IR  
techniques such as indexing, B oo lean  retrieval, expert/rule based  system s, vector  
space techniques and clustering that have b een  d evelop ed  in  the fie ld  o f  IR. In the 
past the m ost com m on  approach u sing  these techniques is content-based filtering. 
This type o f  filtering recom m ends item s for the user’s attention based  on  sim ilarities  
or correlations b etw een  the content o f  the item s and the user’s preferences. K eyw ord  
filtering and latent sem antic indexing are exam ples o f  content-based filtering. There 
are som e lim itations associated  w ith  this approach. The item s m ust b e in som e  
m achine parsable form  or attributes m ust h ave been  assigned  to the item s b y  hand. 
W ith current tech n ology , m edia such  as sound, photographs, art or v ideo  item s cannot 
be analysed autom atically  for relevant attribute inform ation. O ften it is not p ossib le  
or practical to assign  attributes b y  hand due to a lack o f  resources. There is  no  
inherent m ethod for generating accidentally  satisfying finds as the system  
recom m ends m ore o f  w hat the user has already seen. A lso , system s based  on  content- 
based filtering cannot filter item s based on  quality, sty le or p o in t-o f-v iew . For 
instance, they cannot d istinguish  b etw een  a w e ll w ritten and a badly w ritten article i f  
both articles happen to have the sam e terms. In recent tim es another filtering  
approach is b ein g  investigated  as a com plem entary m ethod to the content-based  
filtering. T his is know n as social filtering. Socia l filtering b asica lly  autom ates the 
process o f  ‘w ord-of-m ou th ’ recom m endations. U sin g  this type o f  filtering, system s  
m ay su ggest item s to the user w h ich  are different (content-w ise) from  what the user 
preferred p reviously . In addition, the recom m endations are based on  the quality o f  the 
inform ation item s, rather than the m ore objective properties o f  the item s them selves. 
Collaborative filtering  is  a form  o f  socia l filtering that in vo lves p eop le  w orking  
together to help  w ith  filtering various docum ents by m aking their op in ions on  the 
docum ents available to everyone.
There are m any inform ation filtering system s b eing  develop ed  today. W e  
have broken these d ow n  into tw o basic categories, nam ely personal filters and group  
filters. There are m an y inform ation filtering system s available and b eing  developed ,
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so w e  have ch osen  to describe on ly  a portion o f  these. H ow ever, the system s w e  
describe are typical o f  the filters in  the tw o categories6.
2.4.1 Personal Filters
Personal Filters include all filtering system s w h ich  are used  b y  individuals 
w h o are not part o f  any particular group. A lthough  several p eop le m ay u se a 
particular filter, a person w h o  d oes so is  not affected b y  or has no contact w ith  anyone  
e lse  em ploy in g  the sam e filter. T hese personal filtering system s include electronic  
m ail filters such as E lm , Procm ail and M ailfilt. Other system s included under the 
Personal Filter category are B orges, SIFT and InfoScan  w h ich  all u tilise a ‘user 
p ro file ’.
2.4.1.1 Elm - Email Filter
This filter is built into a m ail too l and w as first d evelop ed  b y  Taylor in 1986  
[T A Y -86] to deal w ith  electron ic junk  m ail and store m essa g es that, w h ile  interesting  
and important could be filed  and read at a later tim e avoid ing a cluttered m ailbox. It 
em ploys content-based filtering a llow ing rules to be defined  b y  m atching certain  
keyw ords w ith in  the header field  or m essage body. T he rules can then filter out 
unw anted m essages, sort m essa g e  types into m ail b oxes or folders or perform  m ore  
com plex  com m ands. S in ce T aylor first floated this idea  back in  1986, quite a b it o f  
w ork has gon e into this filter system  and it is n ow  designed  to run on alm ost any 
U N IX  system  and because it is  screen-oriented it is  easier to use than earlier m ail 
system s.
2.4.1.2 Borges
The B orges project w as initiated as part o f  the European U n io n ’s Libraries 
Programme. T he partners w h o  w orked on  the project are D ig ita l Equipm ent 
Corporation, (T he N etherlands), D ublin  C ity U n iversity  and U n iversity  o f  Barcelona.
6 The University of Maryland WWW site - http://www.ee.umd.edu/medlab/filter/software.html is an excellent 
source of information on current information filtering systems
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The resulting B orges F iltering T ool is an inform ation filtering service w h ich  u ses  
keyw ord m atching b etw een  a user’s profile or query and the text o f  U sen et N ew s  
articles or n ew ly  found W W W  p ages [SM E -96] . The underlying retrieval engine  
em ployed  is SM A R T  w h ich  u ses vector space inform ation retrieval techniques 
outlined in  section  1.2.3.2. U sers can access the B orges T ool v ia  N etscap e or som e  
other W W W  based brow ser and having logged  on  to the system  can define any 
num ber o f  profiles w h ich  w ill then b e m atched against the in com in g  docum ents on  a 
regular basis. A t present this filtering is carried out 5 tim es per w eek . W hen the user 
logs on  to check out w hat m atched the profile, a list, called  a d igest, o f  the top 50  
ranked docum ents for each p rofile is presented, w ith  H T M L  links to the actual 
docum ents.
W hen defin ing a profile a user is a llow ed  to sp ec ify  phrases or w ord  
collocation s as part o f  the p rofile and these phrases are m atched against the sam e  
phrase occurring in  docum ents. T his leads to a higher quality o f  output in the d igests 
w ith  better m atching b etw een  profile  and n ew s article. In addition, W ordN et7 is  used  
to disam biguate p o lysem ou s w ords (w ords w ith  m ultiple sem antic m eanings). In a 
user's profile th ese w ords are h igh lighted  and the user is asked to ch oose b etw een  
alternative "senses". T hese disam biguated w ord senses are then expanded b y  the 
inclusion  o f  related term s into the user's p rofile but this is  done transparently to the 
user. For exam ple, i f  the user had the term "bank" in a p rofile and ch ose the "financial 
institution" sen se o f  that w ord then the terms "finance", "money", "loan", 
"borrowing", "financial institution", etc. w ou ld  p ossib ly  be added to the profile. 
R elated  terms are taken from  the W ordN et lex ica l database developed  at Princeton  
U niversity.
2.4.1.3 SIFT
The Stanford Inform ation Filtering T ool (SIFT) is  a tool for inform ation  
providers to perform  large-sca le inform ation d issem ination  [Y A N -94] . S im ilar to 
Tapestry, SIFT deals w ith  N etN ew s articles. It supports fu ll-text filtering using w ell-  
know n inform ation retrieval m od els and the filtering engine used  im plem ents n ovel
7 WordNet is a lexical database developed at Princeton University
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indexing techniques. The engine is  capable o f  processin g  large vo lum es o f  
inform ation against a large num ber o f  profiles.
D ocuments
Figure 2-8 - Overview of SIFT
A  user subscribes to a SIFT server w ith  a subscription for each top ic o f  
interest. This subscription includes
•  a profile w h ich  can b e expressed  in one o f  tw o IR m od els : B oo lean  or vector  
space m odel [S A L -89]
•  additional parameters to control the frequency o f  updates
•  the amount o f  inform ation to receive - the user sp ecifies a relevance threshold, 
w h ich  is  the m inim um  score that a docum ent m ust have against a p rofile for it to 
be delivered and
•  the length  o f  the subscription. A  subscription is identified  b y  the em ail address 
to the user and a subscription identifier.
U n lik e the traditional IR  approach to processin g  queries against a co llection  o f  
docum ents, the SIFT filtering engine builds an inverted index o f  profiles and the 
docum ents are treated as queries. Each profile has an entry in  tw o arrays - Threshold  
(relevance threshold outlined  earlier) and Score (the sum  o f  all the term-term m atches
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after the docum ent is  m atched against the profile). I f  the S core value is  greater or 
equal to the T hreshold value, an excerpt (length  o f  th is sp ecified  b y  the user) o f  the 
docum ent is  sent out in  an em ail m essage to the user. A fter reading the excerpt the 
user can access the SIFT server to retrieve the entire docum ent i f  so desired.
SIFT is currently u sed  for se lec tiv e ly  d issem inating N etN ew s articles and 
there is  also a SIFT server for d issem inating Com puter S c ien ce  T echnical Reports.
2.4.1.4 Connectionist Filtering System
M cE lligott and Sorensen  [M cE -93] presented a design  for filtering n ew s  
articles on  the Internet w h ich  draws on  theories and techniques in  artificial 
in telligence and cogn itive  p sych o logy . M any o f  the current approaches u sed  in  
Inform ation Filtering (B oo lean  and vector space m od els, autom ated keyw ording, 
expert/rule based  system s, thesauri), are dependent on  the user b ein g  expert in  
describing w hat is o f  interest. T his is seen  as b eing  a m ajor flaw , therefore it w as  
decided to build  a filtering m echanism  w h ich  w ou ld  determ ine w h en  the right terms 
appearing in an article also appear in  the right context . T o build  such a filtering  
m echanism , it is  necessary  to have previous experience o f  ju st w hat the right context 
is. A  design  is detailed  w h ich  constructs a user p rofile based  on  previous articles that 
the user deem ed interesting. T he user profile acts as an in telligent user agent for the 
filtering o f  subsequent articles, w h ile  adapting to user feedback regarding its success  
in filtering those articles.
In light o f  the fact that a user’s profile is based on articles already read b y  the 
user, the authors su ggest d esign in g  a dynam ic m em ory system . T his dynam ic system  
w ou ld  facilitate the form ation and storage o f  a user p rofile based  on  the underlying  
principle o f  ep isod ic  m em ory. A n  outline is  g iven  o f  h ow  a user profile m ight be  
designed  based on  the script theory o f  Schank [SC H -77] . In an effort to overcom e the 
problem  o f  relevance, a docum ent is v iew ed  as a society  w here each w ord is  an agent 
[R O W -91] . T hese agents co-operate w ith  each other to form phrases and sentences. 
The field  o f  neural netw orks aids in  ascertaining h ow  the so c iety  (docum ent) can p ick  
out the important phrases. A n  adapted version  o f  anti-H ebbian Learning is u sed  -
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“T he strength o f  the link b etw een  one w ord and another depends 
on  h o w  often  these w ords occur in  sequence in  interesting articles.
T his link  is  strengthened each tim e the sequence occurs and 
p o ssib ly  w eakened  w h en  it does not. Each w ord has a m axim um  
strength w h ich  the sum  o f  its links cannot exceed .”
A s the su ccess o f  this approach largely h inges on the quality o f  the articles that 
the user presents to teach the system , the authors m ake u se  o f  b io lo g ica l evolution  
theory, u sing  the fo llo w in g  analogies
docum ent (soc iety ) an organism
un/interesting articles life-threatening/enhancing substances
the quality o f  results from  the system life  expectancy
G enetic algorithm s are em ployed  to ensure the system  ev o lv es  to a point 
w here 70%  or m ore o f  the articles se lected  are relevant. This approach w as designed  
to filter n ew s articles on  the Internet.
2.4.2 Group Filters
Group Filters are th ose filtering system s w h ich  are designed  to cater for 
groups, w here there is com m unication  v ia  the system  b etw een  all the p eop le  u sing  the 
filter. T his category includes the Inform ation L ens System , Tapestry and GroupLens.
2.4.2.1 Information Lens System
M alone et al 1987 [M A L -87] established an intelligent inform ation sharing 
system  in  their efforts to reduce inform ation overload in  an organisation. The 
Inform ation L ens system  is  designed  to help p eop le share and filter inform ation  
com m unicated b y  com puter-based m essag in g  system s. The goal o f  the system  is to 
increase the am ount o f  u sefu l inform ation that can be exchanged  electronically  
w ithout lead ing to inform ation overload. T hey identified three categories o f  filtering  
techniques - cogn itive, socia l and econom ic based on  the sources the techniques draw  
on in  order to predict a user’s reaction to an article.
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T he filtering m echanism  is constructed out o f  a set o f  rules that is  then applied  
to each incom in g  m essage/article - an expert/rule based  system .
The system s provide categorisation and filtering o f  sem i-structured m essages  
such as em ail. T he user defines rules for filtering, and the p rocessin g  is  carried out at 
the user site. T he user interface is seen  as being the k ey  to effic ien t inform ation  
processing in this system . It is built on  top o f  an ex istin g  electronic m ail system  and 
provides four im portant optional capabilities:
1. Structured m essage tem plates are available for m essage  
com position
2. R eceivers can sp ecify  rules to autom atically filter and cla ssify  
m essages arriving in their m ailbox.
3. Senders can include a special m ailbox (as an addressee o f  a 
m essage) to indicate that the sender is  w illin g  to have this 
m essa g e  autom atically redistributed to interested parties.
4. R eceivers can sp ecify  rules that find and sh ow  m essages that 
they w ou ld  otherw ise have not seen  (v ia  this sp ecia l m ailbox).
T he system  exp lo its concepts from  artificial in te lligen ce such as frames, 
production rules and inheritance network. It avoids the problem s o f  understanding  
natural language b y  providing users w ith  a rich set o f  sem i-structured m essage  
tem plates. So the system  w orks as fo llo w s -:
•  at the tim e o f  authoring a m essage, the user selects a m essage type that best 
con veys the goal o f  the m essage
•  the m essage is  then distributed and p eop le  receiving the m essage subject it to a 
series o f  rules that filter the m essages
•  the rules a llow  for actions to b e perform ed autom atically on  the m essages and also  
m essages can be sent around the organisation and ‘grabbed’ b y  other m em bers o f  
the organisation u sing  specia l filters.
•  this m ethod a llow s readers to handle m essa g es in  a custom isab le m anner and to 
find shared m essages that relate to subjects o f  particular interest to them .
This system  relies prim arily on  cognitive filtering, or content-based filtering where 
the content o f  a m essa g e  and the inform ation needs o f  the recipient are characterised  
and then th ese representations are used to in telligently  m atch m essages to recipients.
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To a lesser extent social filtering and economic filtering are em ployed . S ocial 
Filtering com plem ents cogn itive  filtering by focusin g  on  the personal and 
organisational interrelationships b etw een  sender and receiver. It in vo lves including, 
in  the autom atic filter m entioned  above, rules concerning w h o sent the m essage and 
w h o has received  a copy. E con om ic filtering is based  on  a cost-benefit assessm ent o f  
a m essage, such as length  o f  a m essage or for exam ple i f  it is  sent to on e person on ly  
(one to one), it w ou ld  b e deem ed m ore important than i f  it is  sent to a distribution list. 
The system  also a llow s prioritising o f  m essages.
2A .2 .2  Tapestry
The Tapestry m ail system  [G O L-92] w as d evelop ed  at the X erox  Palo A lto  
R esearch Centre to address the grow ing problem  o f  users b ein g  inundated b y  a huge  
stream o f  incom in g  docum ents yet at the sam e tim e feeling  insu ffic ien tly  inform ed. A  
user could ju st subscribe to certain m ailing lists o f  particular interest to overcom e  
these problem s. H ow ever, item s o f  interest d on ’t generally  fall neatly into existing  
m ailing lists. The T apestry system  facilitates the filtering o f  all m ailing lists, by  
selecting  interesting item s regardless o f  w h ich  m ailing  list they originated from. It 
processes inform ation in  tw o  steps - firstly it filters a large continuous stream o f  
electronic docum ents into a stream o f  sm aller stream, satisfy ing  a users interests and 
second ly  organises and prioritises these selected  docum ents. T he basic idea  behind  
the Tapestry system  is that m ore effective  filtering can b e ach ieved  b y  invo lv in g  
people in  the process. T o this end it em ploys collaborative filtering in  addition to 
content-based filtering. C ollaborative filtering is based  on  the prem ise that p eop le  
looking for inform ation should  be able to m ake use o f  w hat others have already found  
and evaluated. T he Tapestry system  w as the first filtering system  to u se the 
collaboration b etw een  users o f  the system . T his collaboration  in vo lved  recording  
users reactions to docum ents they have read. R eaders mark those docum ents they find  
particularly interesting or relevant and these annotations are co llected  and m ade  
available to other readers.
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The system  is  m ore than ju st a m ail system  as it is  d esigned  to receive, filter, 
file  and brow se electronic docum ents that arrive in a continuous stream [T E R -93] . It 
consists o f  fiv e  m ain  com ponents -
1. the database w h ich  is  built on  Sybase (a relational database m anagem ent 
system ). O ver 5 0 0 0  n ew  m essages per day are added to this database. The  
current database contains approx. 3 w eek s w orth o f  N etN ew s (a bulletin  board  
system  on the Internet w h ich  is organised into d iscussion  groups covering a 
w id e variety o f  top ics) and other n ew s feeds.
2. the clipping service w h ich  runs filter queries continuously  over th is changing  
database and m ails the results to users,
3. the browser for running ad-hoc queries u sing  TQ L (Tapestry Q uery L anguage),
4. the shell provides for m anipulating a user’s set o f  filters, includ ing com m ands  
for prioritising m essages and adding, deleting, m od ify in g  and listing filters and 
finally
5. the mail reader w h ich  d isp lays and organises docum ents into folders.
The developers o f  Tapestry have detailed w ork to be undertaken on  the system  
in  the future -:
•  accum ulate m ore user experience w ith  Tapestry to im prove the design  and cater
for larger num bers o f  users at distributed sites
•  include security into the system .
2.4.2.3 GroupLens Filtering System
G roupLens is  a system  w h ich  also em ploys collaborative filtering, in  
conjunction w ith  user profiles w h ich  reflect the user’s preferences. It is  u sed  to filter 
U sen et N etN ew s articles and helps peop le find item s o f  interest in  the huge stream o f  
available articles [R E S-94] . U senet, is  a distributed bulletin  board system  
encom passing governm ent agencies, universities, com m ercial organisations o f  all 
sizes and h om e com puter users o f  all descriptions. It w as first im plem ented in 1979  
and has rapidly grow n to  b ecom e international in  sca le and is n ow  probably the largest 
decentralised inform ation u tility  in  existence. It hosts w e ll over 1200 new sgroups and 
an average o f  4 0  m egabytes o f  n ew  technical articles, n ew s, d iscussion , and chatter
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are added every day. G roupLens is a distributed system  for gathering, d issem inating  
and using ratings from  som e users to predict other u sers’ interest in  articles. 
GroupLens is based  on  the idea that p eop le w ho agreed in  their evaluation o f  previous 
articles are lik e ly  to agree again in the future. U sers assign  ratings to the articles they  
read on a num erical scale. T he system  then determ ines the correlations b etw een  the 
ratings different users have g iv en  the articles. B y  ascertaining w hich  o f  these user 
ratings are m ost alike, the system  can then predict w hat n ew  articles w ill  be  
interesting to the users based  on  ratings from sim ilar users. T he GroupLens system  is 
very sim ilar to Tapestry. It is  in  fact an exten sion  o f  T apestry - it caters for sharing 
evaluations b etw een  sites and im plem ents aggregate ratings from  several evaluators. 
Tapestry, on  the other hand, on ly  a llow s sharing o f  evaluations w ith in  a sing le site 
and does not include any aggregate ratings.
2.4.2.4 Active Collaborative Filtering System
A nother approach to collaborative filtering is outlined  b y  M altz and Ehrlich  
[M A L -95], w hereby a person evaluates a particular docum ent/article and shares this 
k now ledge b y  sending ‘p oin ters’ to those docum ents to co lleagu es. The previous tw o  
system s could  b e described as em ploying ‘p a ss iv e ’ collaborative filtering because  
there is  no direct con n ection  b etw een  a person evaluating and rating an article or 
docum ent and the other p eop le  w h o  then filter these articles based  on the ratings. The 
system  adopted b y  M altz w as designed  to support the inform al practice o f  p eop le  
telling friends and co lleagu es o f  interesting docum ents. A s there is a defin ite intent 
on the part o f  the person  w h o finds som ething interesting to share this k now ledge w ith  
certain p eop le, the system  is referred to as b ein g  an ‘a ctiv e’ filtering system . The  
basic concept in the system  is  the ‘pointer’, w h ich  con sists of: a hypertext link to the 
docum ent o f  interest, contextual inform ation such  as the date o f  docum ent, title and 
optional com m ents b y  the sender. The added contextual inform ation and any 
additional com m ents by  the sender serve to help the recipient determ ine the interest 
and relevance o f  the docum ent prior to retrieving and look in g  at it.
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The filter w as im plem ented  inside a Lotus N o tes environm ent. Lotus N otes is 
a com m ercial product from  Lotus D evelopm en t Corporation w h ich  con sists o f  a group  
o f  application program s that a llow  organisations to share docum ents and exchange  
em ail m essages. T he docum ents w h ich  are stored in  N otes are stored in  databases and 
can be created b y  users w ith in  the N o tes system  or can b e  from  external inform ation  
sources such as N etN ew s, W W W  or clipping services. O nce a pointer to a particular 
docum ent has been  created, it can be saved  or sent to one o f  these databases. A  
pointer can also  be em ailed  or posted  on  a distribution list. This m eans o f  distribution  
is sim ilar to the Tapestry system .
The greatest scop e for im proving inform ation filtering system s lies  w ith  this 
collaborative filtering. Features o f  docum ents and articles such as quality and 
readability are easily  evaluated b y  people. H ow ever, such features w ou ld  be difficu lt 
for a com puter to detect autom atically. B y  includ ing this ‘hum an’ aspect, inform ation  
filtering system s can prove to be even  m ore usefu l in  the future as m ore and m ore  
inform ation is  m ade available on-line.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, the area o f  Inform ation Filtering w as introduced. D eta ils w ere  
given  on  Inform ation R etrieval w h ich  is  d irectly relevant to Inform ation F iltering as 
m ost current filtering system s rely on IR  techniques in  presenting data to users w hich  
satisfies their inform ation needs. M odels o f  IR  and IF w ere sh ow n  to have c lo se  ties 
but differences b etw een  the tw o w ere also outlined. F inally  the chapter gave details 
about current inform ation filtering system s.
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Chapter Three - Monitoring the eSIGs
3. Overview
A s outlined  in  Chapter 1, the eSIG s and the inform ation th ey  generate need  to be  
m onitored b y  the CTC. It w as decided  to try and develop  som e form  o f  autom atic 
m onitoring system  w hich  w ou ld  a llow  the CTC sta ff to p eriod ically  rev iew  eSIG  
activity. Id eally  this system  w ou ld  b e able to inform  the CTC o f  w hat top ics w ere  
b eing  d iscussed  and the regularity o f  com m unication  on  the eSIG s. B y  review ing this 
data regularly, inform ed d ecision s can b e m ade on  w hether or not the eSIG s are o f  
benefit to the CTC m em bers.
3.1 Monitoring the eSIGs using IF techniques
A lso  in Chapter 1, w e  referred to the findings o f  prelim inary research w hich  
indicated that Inform ation F iltering techniques w ere the best w a y  to tackle the issu e o f  
m onitoring the eSIG s. This is due to the nature o f  the data contained in  the eSIG s  
w h ich  is  textual and sem i-structured data. In addition, w e  anticipate large flow s o f  
data as a result o f  activ ity  on  all the eSIG s. A s can b e seen  from  section  2 .1 , 
Inform ation Filtering is  designed  to deal w ith  this type o f  inform ation.
In m ost IF system s, the person/people using the system  k n ow  w hat kind o f  
inform ation th ey  w ant to receive. H elp is provided b y  the system  w h en  defin ing the  
request for inform ation. For exam ple, in  the BO R G ES [S M E -96] project phrases can  
b e used and the sp ecific  sen se o f  a w ord is also included to im prove the filtering out 
o f  undesirable item s and the retrieval o f  relevant inform ation.
H aving ch osen  IF as b eing  ideal for m onitoring the eSIG s, a closer look  at current IF 
system s w as undertaken. T hese system s w ere described in  section  4 o f  Chapter 2. 
C ontent-based filtering and S ocia l Filtering are the m ost com m on  approaches being  
em ployed  b y  th ese system s.
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3.1.1 Content-based versus Social Filtering
C ontent-based filtering checks for correlations b etw een  the content o f  the item s 
and the u ser’s request. The lim itations o f  this type o f  filtering w ou ld  not seem  to 
affect a CTC filter. E lectronic m ail m essages are in  m achine parsable form, so no  
form atting is  n ecessary  to u se  this approach. In addition, the lim itation  o f  m issin g  
serendipitous finds is not an issue, nor is the disadvantage o f  b eing  unable to 
distinguish  b etw een  w e ll or badly  w ritten articles, or determ ining the quality o f  a 
particular article/docum ent.
Socia l Filtering appears to be unsuitable for the eSIG  system  as this type o f  
filtering is  u sed  in  filters fa lling  under the Group Filter Category. A s the CTC is  the 
on ly  b od y  invo lved  in  m onitoring the d iscussion  groups, the filter designed  falls in  the 
Personal Filter Category.
H aving looked  at the filtering techniques, an in-depth analysis o f  the current 
status o f  the eSIG s w as then taken before decid ing on  a sp ecific  eSIG  filtering system . 
B y  doing so, w e  w ere able to check  the num ber o f  m em bers and the traffic betw een  
m em bers to get a rough picture o f  w hat vo lu m e o f  traffic to exp ect and perhaps gain  
an early insight into w hether or not the eSIG s w ere delivering on their potential.
3.2 Preliminary Appraisal of eSIGs
The primary ob jectives o f  the eSIG s are worth review ing at this point
• To establish  a database o f  European recom m ended syllabi for 
the area o f  C om puting
• T o develop  coursew are w ritten to the specifications o f  these  
syllabi
It w as anticipated b y  the CTC that the provision  o f  this type o f  electronic forum  
w ou ld  facilitate a h igher lev e l o f  com m unication  b etw een  academ ics w ith in  their areas
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o f  expertise. This in  turn w ou ld  result in  the ob jectives outlined above b eing  
achieved.
W hen the CTC w as b eing  established, one o f  the m ain  activities to be  
undertaken w as the organisation o f  an annual conference on  ‘C om puting Curriculum  
D evelopm en t and D e liv ery ’ [C T C -94]. This has been  a su ccessfu l activ ity  since the  
inaugural conference in  Septem ber 1993. T he conference is  designed  to strike a 
balance b etw een  the traditional lecture presentations, dem onstrations and interactive  
w orkshops. Reports are presented on  the various other CTC activ ities that have taken  
p lace over the year and the w ork  program m e for the n ext year is  agreed b etw een  the 
delegates. T he em phasis throughout the conference each year is  on  co-operation  
b etw een  delegates and sharing o f  ideas and experiences is strongly encouraged during 
the w orkshop session s and indeed  during the presentations. It w as during these  
interactive m eetin gs that the idea to set up an electronic forum  to continue and support 
the w ork o f  the annual conference w as first suggested . B ecau se o f  the enthusiasm  
surrounding the establishm ent o f  the eSIG s, it w as expected  that there w ou ld  indeed  
b e d iscussion  betw een  the m em bers w h o jo in ed . It w as also expected  that the 
d iscussion  taking p lace w ou ld  in v o lv e  curriculum  and related top ics and perhaps som e  
inform ation about sem inars, w orkshops, conferences and ca lls for papers.
3.2.1 Members and Traffic on the eSIGs
M em bership o f  the CTC groups w as investigated  (see  Figure 3-1). D u e to the 
large num ber o f  academ ics w h o  had becom e m em bers, it w as anticipated that the 
expectations outlined w ou ld  indeed  b e  met.
M em bers are m ain ly  from  the U K  and Ireland, but others hail from  Canada, 
France, G reece, A m erica, Poland, Italy, Germ any, Tunisia, Thailand, Portugal, 
B elg ium , B razil, Singapore, A ustria, Croatia and Russia.
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Current Status - August 1995
eSIG Members No. of msgs
cti-com p-ai 95 6
cti-com p -caos 49 3
cti-com p-dbm s 70 2
cti-com p -fm 42 4
cti-com p-hci 70 13
cti-com p-m at 129 7
cti-com p-p l 99 4
cti-com p -se 142 14
Totals 597 53s
Figure 3-1 - Current Status of eSIGs
A s can b e seen  from  Figure 3-1 , the Softw are E ngineering and Hum an  
Com puter Interaction eSIG s have been  the m ost active and th ey  account for a third o f  
eSIG  m em bers.
M ost m essages sent to the eSIG s concerned conference announcem ents, details o f  
upcom ing w orkshops and sem inars and requests for inform ation and replies to these. 
Others included details o f  n ew  postgraduate courses, a n ew  journal and frequently 
asked questions for a particular area.
A s can be seen  from  Figure 3 -1 , the num ber o f  m essa g es w as not as h igh  as 
anticipated. There w as very little traffic and hardly any d iscussion  about curriculum  
or syllabus issues. It w as decided  at this point to investigate w h y  this w as the case. 
To this end som e research w as undertaken to ascertain w h y  the problem  w as occurring 
and ultim ately help w ith  im proving the situation. The p osition  is  very sim ilar to any  
com pany looking  for inform ation pertaining to a particular item  in  a product range 
w h ich  m ay not b e perform ing as predicted. This inform ation can help  w hen  
develop ing  a strategy to right the situation. A n y  planned and organised effort to 
gather n ew  facts and n ew  k n ow led ge in  order to help m ake better market decision s is 
referred to as M arketing R esearch [B R E -82]. H aving form ulated the problem  at hand, 
nam ely  that there is  not enough  com m unication  b etw een  m em bers o f  the eSIG s, the 
next step in vo lves se lectin g  an appropriate data co llection  m ethod.
8 not all unique (i.e . sam e m sg  sent to several eSIG s). Total no. o f  unique m sgs - 32
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3.3 Data Collection
The m ain data co llec tio n  m ethods include the fo llo w in g  M ail and telephone  
surveys, secondary sources and qualitative in terview ing [L O C -94]. In m arketing  
research, the secondary sources co llection  m ethod in v o lv es  searching through internal 
com pany sources such as files , records and accounts and also external sources such as 
published m aterial includ ing statistics and reports issued  b y  governm ents, trade 
associations or other organisations. M any advertising agen cies and research  
com panies frequently circulate facts and figures about products, consum ers and 
market trends w h ich  can also  be rich sources o f  inform ation. In this particular 
situation, the secondary sources avenue has already b een  fo llow ed , nam ely  
establishing the facts and figures about the eSIG s from  M A IL B A S E 9 sources. The 
other m ethods generally  em p loy  a questionnaire. A  questionnaire is  a m ethod o f  
obtaining sp ecific  inform ation about a defined  problem  so that the data, after analysis 
and interpretation, result in  a better appreciation o f  the problem  [C H I-82], Q ualitative 
in terview ing in vo lves adm inistering the questionnaire in  person to either an 
individuals or a group o f  p eop le. Panel research is another m ethod o f  qualitative  
in terview ing w here a questionnaire is adm inistered to certain ‘p an els’ o f  regarding  
their buying behaviour. Such interview ing w as deem ed unsuitable in this situation  
due to cost and tim e constraints. M ailing or telephoning a sam ple o f  the m em bers 
w as also ruled out due to th ese constraints. H ow ever, there w as another p ossib le  data 
co llection  m ethod open to us. It w as decided  to use the ex isting  infrastructure 
available to us and put a questionnaire on  the CTC W orld W ide W eb site. Chapter 
F ive w ill d iscuss the W orld W ide W eb further. A  request to all m em bers to com plete  
the questionnaire w as m ade b y  posting  a m essage to all the eSIG s.
3.4 Questionnaire Design
B uild in g  a questionnaire is  m ore o f  an art than a science. I f  several different 
research experts w ere asked to build a questionnaire g iven  a sp ecific  problem  it is
9 See Appendix A for more information about the services supported by MAILBASE
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alm ost certain that several d ifferent questionnaires w ou ld  be produced. A lthough  this 
is the case, it is  advocated  that the introduction to a questionnaire should  be sim ple  
and to the point. It should  exp lain  the nature o f  the survey and invite  the respondent’s 
co-operation [C H I-82]. T his advice w as fo llo w ed  for our introduction w h ich  sim ply  
states that the CTC are co llec tin g  inform ation about the operation o f  the eSIG s and 
w ould  appreciate m em bers’ co-operation  in  fillin g  in  the questionnaire. A ppendix  B  
includes the actual questionnaire. T he questions u sed  in  the b od y  o f  a questionnaire  
fall into 2 m ain categories. O pen-ended questions and c lo sed  questions. O pen-ended  
questions a llow  the respondent to answer freely. N o  p o ssib le  answers are suggested , 
rather the respondent is  a llow ed  to structure the reply as seen  fit. There is  another 
form  o f  the open-ended question  w h ich  directs the respondent to som e item  w h ich  
m ay be o f  sp ecific  interest to the researcher. Such questions are know n  as direct 
open-ended questions and a llow  you  to lim it the replies g iven , preventing answ ers that 
stray o f f  the point. C losed  questions in v o lv e  g iv in g  the respondent a se lection  o f  
answers to ch oose from. There are tw o types o f  c lo sed  questions - the binary or 
sim ple alternative question  and the m ultip le-choice question. The form er g iv es  the 
respondent on ly  tw o ch o ices  o f  reply w h ile  the m u ltip le-ch oice question  a llow s an 
answer or answers to b e taken from a list o f  p ossib le  answers. M ost questionnaires 
contain both types o f  questions ju st described. The CTC questionnaire fo llo w s the 
sam e format w ith  a m ixture o f  open-ended and c lo sed  questions. The first 2 questions  
are included to provide us w ith  som e b asic  data about the respondent - nam e and 
m em bership o f  w h ich  eSIG (s). The rest o f  the questionnaire is a m ixture o f  open- 
ended questions (Q 5), direct open-ended questions (Q 3, 6b, 7b, 8b, 9b, 10, 11) and 
closed  sim ple alternative questions (Q 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 12). It w as intended that using  
such questions w ou ld  gather the inform ation necessary  to a llow  the CTC to appreciate 
the eSIG  situation better.
The questionnaire w as posted  on  the CTC W orld W ide W eb site u sing  the 
H ypertext Markup L anguage (see  S ection  5 for m ore details) and m em bers w ere  
contacted v ia  em ail asking them  to com plete and subm it it back to the CTC. The CTC  
H om e W eb page also included  a request and encouragem ent to fill in  the
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questionnaire. A ppendix B  contains the plain  text version  and the W W W  version  
(w ith  the H T M L  source cod e) o f  the questionnaire.
3.5 Results o f Questionnaire
A  total o f  40  m em bers com pleted  and subm itted the questionnaire. This 
am ounts to less than 10% o f  the total num ber o f  m em bers for all the eSIG s. The 
fo llow in g  results w ere obtained  
M em bers jo in  :
•  T o keep up to date w ith  current developm ents in  their area, latest 
w eb  p ages, developm ents in  material for supporting teach ing and 
course delivery
•  T o receive inform ation on  conferences, w orkshops, sem inars, 
tech n o logy  in  teaching, other inform ation not sp ec ifica lly  related  
to teaching
•  To share experiences, know ledge, materials
•  T o contribute to d iscussion s and offer com m ents in  specia lised  
areas
•  T o keep up contacts m ade elsew here and to find out w hat others are doing  
in  the area.
T hese answers co in cid e w ith  the CTC reasons for establishing the eSIG s.
W hen asked about m em bership o f  other m ailing lists, m ost m em bers indicated that 
they are also  m em bers o f  various other m ailing lists.
T hese other lists are found u sefu l for the fo llo w in g  reasons :
•  M ore active - m ore inform ation com ing through regularly
•  There are m any m ore contributors doing m od em  w ork
•  A c cess  to a larger research com m unity
•  R eceiv e  early postings o f  sources o f  inform ation - research papers, 
b ook  publications
•  Inform ation varied - not alw ays sp ecifica lly  teach ing issues
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•  S im ilar to electronic new sletter  
It appears that the m ain  reason for finding these other lists usefu l is that there is 
actually d iscu ssion  b etw een  the m em bers resulting in  a regular flo w  o f  inform ation  
b eing available.
The answ ers regarding w hat a d iscussion  forum  for academ ics w ou ld  provide  
and the objectives o f  setting up the eSIG s (question 9), b eg in  to  g iv e  an indication  
into w h y  very  few  m em bers ch ose  to com m unicate w ith  other academ ics v ia  the CTC  
eSIG s. For exam ple :
•  O bjectives are reasonable, but perhaps w e  d on’t have sufficient 
tim e to w ant to participate in these activities, through eSIG s
•  T hey are a very  am bitious set o f  aim s w h ich  require a great deal o f  
altruism on the part o f  m em bers
•  O bjectives listed  are already served by other lists on  the Internet - 
hardly w orthw hile replicating these services for a sm all com m unity
•  T oo m uch to expect
•  N o b le  objectives, but w ith  increased teaching and m arking load o f  
recent years, w h o  has tim e to m anage bulletin  boards
•  T oo am bitious - d o n ’t think you  can draw up p o lic ie s  and syllabi 
v ia  em ail. N eed  a m ore form al arrangement for that.
The num ber o f  respondents w as low er than expected  w h ich  is  indicative o f  the 
poor participation lev e ls  o f  eSIG s m em bers. It w as clear that som e further m easures 
w ere necessary  to support d iscu ssion  on  the eSIG s.
A t th is point in our research, the CTC becam e invo lved  in  a European U n ion  
project initiated to increase the lev e l o f  co-operation  b etw een  universities in  Europe in  
the field  o f  com puting. O ne o f  the tasks o f  the project w as to exam ine the success o f  
the E R A S M U S 10 program m e introduced in 1987 b y  the European C om m ission . The 
resulting report [R Y A -96] identified  that the schem e had been  very successfu l in  
prom oting the exchange o f  students and teachers betw een  European universities. The
10 European Community Action Scheme for the Mobility of University Students
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report also indicated that the main area for improvement was the joint development of 
joint curricula by participating institutions. It was decided that developing a tool 
which would allow people quick access to information on the area of computing in 
universities across Europe could help address this issue and at the same time prove to 
be a useful support measure in improving discussion on the CTC eSIGs. As a result, 
the next step in our research was investigating what format this tool would take and 
what user interface would be suitable for such a tool. The next chapter will discuss 
‘User Interface Design’ issues and outline the format and user interface chosen for the 
CTC tool mentioned above.
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Chapter Four - User Interface Design
4. Overview
P reviously , the em phasis in  system  design  w as on  so lv in g  technical problem s. 
Such an approach focused  on  the com puter hardware and softw are and the lim itations 
o f  current tech n o logy  faced b y  system  designers. D u e to the continuing increase in  
the pow er o f  com puters, im provem ents in  reliability  and flex ib ility  and recognition  o f  
h ow  poorly  designed  m any system s w ere, there is less im portance b ein g  p laced  on  the  
tech nology  side o f  system  design. M ore em phasis is n o w  b ein g  p laced on  the hum an- 
com puter interface and has led  to a m ore user-centric approach b eing  em ployed  in  
system  design. Indeed there is  enorm ous interests in  im proving all aspects o f  
com m unicating b etw een  system s and p eop le as com puters are b eing  used  for m any  
purposes from  industrial and com m ercial system s used  in  o ffic es  and factories to life-  
critical applications such as air traffic system s and m edical system s in hospitals to 
h om e and entertainm ent applications.
4.1 User Interface Design
W ork on  im proving hum an-m achine interaction is know n as U ser Interface 
D esign . U ser interfaces are those parts o f  com puting system s that a llow  the person  
using the com puter access to the facilities offered  b y  the com puter. It is this user 
interface w h ich  acts as an inform ation channel that con veys inform ation betw een  user 
and com puter [T H I-90]. T he needs and characteristics o f  hum ans w ith  respect to 
d esigning interactive system s represents a w id e  field  o f  hum an k now ledge. For this 
reason user interface d esign  com bines p sy ch o lo g y  and com puter science. The 
p sych o logy  com ponent is  concerned w ith  p eop le  and the com puter sc ien ce deals w ith  
com puter m achinery and the m echanics o f  h o w  it has to be adapted to suit the users.
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4.2 Design Issues
The fo llo w in g  princip les are offered as general guidance in d esign in g  a user 
interface. T hese principles represent a condensation  o f  the m any general principles 
detailed in  the literature on  user-interface design.
• Maintain Consistency:
Sequences o f  actions should  be consistent in  sim ilar situations and identical 
term inology should  b e u sed  in  prompts, m enus and help  screens. C om m ands 
should be also be consisten t throughout the w h o le  system .
• Provide Shortcuts and Flexibility:
A s the frequency o f  u se  increases, so does the n eed  to reduce the num ber o f  
interactions necessary  to com plete a sp ecific  task and also increase the pace o f  
interaction. A bbreviations, special k eys and h idden com m ands can be b uilt in  for 
the experienced user.
• Present Informative Feedback
For every action som e form  o f  system  feedback should  be provided. This feedback  
w ill differ depending on  the im portance o f  the action.
• Aid Orientation and Navigation
Provide orientation aids and instructions to help users m aintain a sen se o f  w here  
they are in the system , w hat they can do, and h ow  they can get out. Sequences o f  
actions should b e organised  into groups w ith  a beginning, m iddle and end. The 
provision  o f  som e inform ative feedback at the com pletion  o f  such a sequence  
ensures that the user can proceed on to the next set o f  actions, satisfied  that the 
previous task has b een  com pleted .
• Design a simple error handling procedure
A s w ill be d iscussed  b elow , as m uch as is p ossib le , design  should  prevent the user 
from m aking serious errors. I f  errors are m ade, sim ple, easy to understand  
instructions for handling the error should b e available to the user.
• Allow simple action reversal
W here p ossib le  actions should be reversible. U sers can be sure that any actions 
can be undone, provid ing users w ith  the confidence to explore n ew  sequences o f  
actions, satisfied  that no irreparable errors w ill occur.
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• Support the feeling of control
Operators and users o f  system s lik e  to feel in  control. I f  it is  ted ious and difficu lt 
to obtain necessary inform ation, then a feeling  o f  incom petence m ay arise and lead  
to total d issatisfaction  w ith  the com plete system .
•  Reduce the short term memory demand
In order to cater for the lim itations o f  the hum an inform ation p rocessing  in  short 
term m em ory, d isp lays should  be kept n ice  and sim ple. R educing the frequency  
o f  w in d ow  m otion  and provid ing am ple training tim e for sequences o f  actions can  
help to see that this principle is  enforced [SH N -87]
T hese principles have to b e interpreted and adapted for different environm ents. 
W hen dealing w ith  the other d esign  issu es outlined b elo w , these principles should be  
kept in  m ind  at all tim es. D o in g  so w ill  ensure the p rovision  o f  an interactive system  
that is h ig h ly  productive.
There are other issu es associated  w ith  the design  process. T hese fa ll into tw o  
categories, nam ely  primary and secondary or hum an factor goals. W hile the grow th in 
the u se o f  com puters stim ulates further interest in  the hum an factor issues associated  
w ith  user interface design , the m ost important issue for interactive com puter system s  
is  no different from  early com puter system s, interactive and otherw ise. T hey sim ply  
have to work. The fo llo w in g  section  d iscusses the steps necessary  to ensure that the 
system  first and forem ost fu lfils  this b asic  requirem ent
4.2.1 Primary Design Goals
Functionality: The first step is  to determ ine the necessary functionality. Task analysis 
is central, because system s w ith  inadequate functionality  frustrate the 
user and are often  rejected or under-utilised [B A I-82], I f  the 
functionality  is  inadequate, it d oesn ’t matter h o w  w e ll the human  
interface is designed. Equally, ex cessiv e  functionality  is also a danger, 
as too  m uch  clutter and com plex ity  m akes usage m ore d ifficu lt [SH N - 
87],
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Com patibility: A n y  d ifferences am ong com puter system s m ay lead to instability  and 
cause user errors. H igh  lev e ls  o f  incom patib ility  m ay require 
significant retraining o f  users.
R eliability: The n ext step is  ensuring proper system  reliability . It is  vital that the
hardware support and softw are architecture provide h igh  availability  
and ease o f  m aintenance. The system  m ust a lso  b e secure, preventing  
unauthorised access.
Schedules: Ensuring d elivery  o f  a system  on  tim e based  on  the planned schedule
and w ith in  budget is the final step in the primary stage o f  design.
4.2.2 Secondary Design Goals
I f  the primary goa ls have been  achieved, attention can then turn to secondary  
issues in the design  process. T hese secondary goals concern the hum an factors w hich  
m ust be considered  w h en  design in g  user interfaces for com puter system s. H um an  
Factors (ergonom ics) is  the study o f  how  p eop le  and m achines interact. It is a 
tech nology  for creating designs that w ork w e ll in  human term s [R U B -84], A n  
understanding o f  the intended user(s) is very important at this point in  user interface  
design. K n ow led ge o f  w hat system s and user interfaces are currently b eing  em ployed  
b y  the users w ill help  in  the production o f  a user interface that w ill m eet users needs. 
In addition, any insight into h o w  users have learned to u se their current system s can  
assist w hen  d ev isin g  w hat training m ay be required for users to enable them  to exp loit 
the full capabilities o f  the system . G enerally users fall into 3 categories - novice, 
know ledgeable interm ittent and frequent users [SH N -87]. I f  m ultip le usage classes  
have to be accom m odated  in  one system , then there are tw o p ossib le  strategies to take. 
The first perm its som e form  o f  structured learning, w hereas the second a llow s the user 
to control the am ount o f  inform ative feedback that he system  provides.
The hum an factor goals outlined b elo w  are central to design in g  a system  w ith  an 
appropriate user interface w h ich  reduces the tim e and effort required o f  users to learn  
about it. W hile all o f  these goals m ay be desirable, m any applications m ay require a 
trade off. For exam ple, i f  the error rate is to b e  kept to a m inim um , then the speed  o f  
perform ance m ay have to be sacrificed,
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•  E ase o f  learning:
H o w  long  does it take for a typical user to learn h o w  to u se  the interface and carry 
the appropriate com m ands to m anipulate the system . T he tim e taken for users to 
learn h ow  to interact w ith  the user interface and carry out the required set o f  tasks 
can dictate h o w  su ccessfu l the w h o le  system  w ill be. T he goal here should b e  to 
provide short learning tim es. N e lso n ’s ‘T en-M inute’ rule suggests that a n ov ice  
user should b e able to lea m  h o w  to u se a system  in ju st ten m inutes[N E L -80], This 
m ay not be applicable in  m any situations, but can act as a gu ideline for designers 
w h en  d evelop ing  a ‘user-friendly’ user interface. T he robustness o f  the underlying  
system  w ill a lso  affect ease o f  u se and learning curve for users. R obustness refers 
to the sy stem ’s tolerance o f  d ifficu lties and its protection  o f  the user from them  
[R U B -84],
•  Speed o f  performance:
H o w  fast can a set o f  tasks b e carried out. T he speed  o f  the system  should allow  
rapid task perform ance. R educing the tim e w aiting  for a response w ill contribute 
to ensuring that the user w ill b e  satisfied  and h igh  productivity can b e achieved.
•  Error rates:
H o w  m any errors and w hat type o f  errors are m ade in  carrying out a set o f  tasks. 
The rate o f  errors should  idea lly  be kept as lo w  as p ossib le . The reliability  o f  the 
interface can help  to reduce user error. R eliab ility  refers to the absence o f  
m alfunctions. W hen a system  is reliable, a user w ill  be m ore confident and less  
unforced errors w ill result.
•  L evel o f  satisfaction:
H o w  m uch do users lik e  u sing  the system . It is  desirable to aim  for h igh  
satisfaction rates, as ultim ately it is this w h ich  w ill  a ffect the acceptance o f  any  
system .
•  Retention:
H ow  w e ll do users retain know ledge. T his is c lo se ly  linked to the first goal. The  
m ore often  the system  is  used  the greater the am ount o f  inform ation users retain  
about h ow  the interface operates. This can affect h o w  lon g  it takes to leam  h o w  to  
carry out the sp ecified  tasks.
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Once these issues have been taken on board, the next step is to draw up the tasks 
which need to be done. The appropriate sets of actions are devised for each particular 
task. When the tasks have been determined, choosing an interactive style for the user 
interface is the next phase in the design process.
4.2.3 Interactive Styles
There are 3 basic interactive styles of control in human interfaces - command, 
menu and direct manipulation.
• Command language- the user is required to create a statement using some 
predefined language describing what task the computer is to implement.
• Menu selection - the user is presented with selection among a number of choices. 
The key objectives of menu design are to minimise the user's search-and-selection 
time and to optimise the user's ability to navigate through the menu structure (
• Direct manipulation - involves representing objects to the user which can be 
directly manipulated. Graphical representations are often much easier to retain and 
manipulate than are textual or numeric representations. In addition, the results of 
actions are continuously visible. Techniques of direct manipulation include 
open/close, minimise/maximise, drag-and-drop, resize, and scroll. Many direct- 
manipulation tasks are initiated by the user's action of pointing and clicking on 
screen-control graphics or icons.
Once one of these interactive styles has been chosen, it is important to ensure 
that enough information is transferred between user and computer for the user to be 
able to make effective use of the system.
4.2.4 Data Display
It is advisable to present data simply and usefully. It is easy to provide the user 
with information that is not informative, and paradoxically, providing more 
information may make it less informative [THI-90]. Smith and Mosier put forward 5 
high-level objectives for data display which can avoid clutter and make the user 
interface more informative [SMI-86]
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1. Maintain Consistency in Look and Feel
Interface characteristics should be uniform and familiar, with consistent sequences 
of actions in similar situations. Terminology must be used consistently to avoid 
confusing the user.
2. Provide for efficient information assimilation
The format and terminology of the displayed data should be familiar to the user. 
The data displayed should be relevant to the tasks required to be performed.
3. Reduce Memory Demands
Users should not be required to remember information form one particular text 
box. screen or window to another. Long complicated sequences of actions should 
be avoided so that only a few commands will result in task completion.
4. Compatible Data Display with Data Entry
There should be a clear link with the manner in which data is entered and 
displayed.
5. Provide User Control of Data Display
Based on their knowledge, skill, and experience, users should have the flexibility 
to change or structure a system to suit their particular requirements. They should 
be allowed to get the information they need in a form which is most suitable for 
the task at hand.
Screen designs are a key component for most interactive systems. Screens are 
often more difficult to read than paper. In general cluttered displays should be 
avoided. They can be particularly annoying and do not exhibit consistent location, 
structure or terminology which as outlined above are important features that should be 
included in interactive systems. Colour is fast becoming a major technique for 
supporting the user's quick detection and discrimination of data items or groupings of 
data displayed on a screen . Other visual-coding techniques include variations in 
brightness, flashing, line style, symbols, sizes, and shapes. It is important not to 
misuse or overuse these coding techniques. A basic rule of thumb is to follow is to use 
visual coding for functional purposes only.
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The next section will discuss the CTC tool and the reasons for developing the 
chosen user interface.
4.3 Developing the CTC Tool
As outlined in Chapter Three, it was decided to develop a tool that would permit 
quick and easy access to information about computing in universities in Europe. 
Some form of data collation would be necessary to gather all the necessary 
information together so that the tool could be developed. The source of this 
information lies in various textual publications, for example ‘The World of Learning’ 
[EUR-95], a large tome, published each October, which gives details of universities 
world wide, other government and European publications and also online sources such 
as the World Wide Web (WWW). As this will be referred to frequently it is worth 
giving a brief description of the WWW at this point.
4.3.1 World Wide Web
The WWW [WWW-95] was first conceived at the European Laboratory for 
Particle Physics (CERN) in 1989 and first implemented in late 1990. The official 
definition given by CERN is
‘A wide area hypermedia information retrieval initiative aiming to 
give universal access to a large universe of documents’ .
The WWW uses hypertext and hypermedia as its method to interact with users. 
Hypertext is similar to ordinary text, but it contains connections within the text to 
other documents11. Hypermedia is hypertext with a difference - it contains links not 
only to pieces of text but also to other forms of media - sound, images, movies. As 
described in the previous chapter, these Web pages are created using HTML. The 
connections, called links, to other pages are created in HTML using what is known as 
a ‘Uniform Resource Locator’ (URL). Basically this is the address of a specific 
page/resource on the Internet. The URL consists of the protocol identifier (see http
11 Web documents are often referred to as pages
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below), a domain name - the exact Internet address of the computer that the page 
resides on and a resource location - the directory and filename for the HTML file. 
For example the URL or address for the Geographical Interface Tool developed as 
part of this research is http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/intro.html. The domain 
name in this example is compapp.dcu.ie and the resource location, namely the 
directory where the HTML file, intro.html, is stored is ~cryan12. To create a link to a 
specific URL, the anchor tag, <A></A>, is used. For example to create a link to the 
Introduction Page, ‘intro.html’, the following code would be used :
<A HREF=”http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/intro.html”>lntroduction 
Page</A>
In order to read WWW documents, a connection to the Internet is needed plus your 
computer must have a program called a browser. Current browsers include Netscape 
Navigator [NET-95] and NCSA’s Mosaic [NCS-95], Microsoft’s Internet Explorer 
[MS-96] . A browser acts as an interpreter, converting HTML into meaningful text 
and graphics. The browser will also allow one to view the HTML source code used in 
a Web page. Using the ‘View’ option on the menu bar, and choosing the ‘Document 
Source’ will bring up a separate window containing the code.
The WWW has been established on the client-server paradigm. The client is the 
browser software on a computer which interfaces with the server computer and 
requests documents the user wants to see. The server shows or ‘serves’ these 
documents to the browser when requested to do so. The communication between 
browser and server is based on the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (http). This protocol 
which is still undergoing development allows object-oriented hypertext and 
multimedia operations to be performed over great distances at high speeds.
Initially Internet access was confined to government and academic institutions, 
but today anyone with a computer and modem can connect anytime, anywhere and 
thereby gain access to the information on the WWW. Due to the millions of people 
who do exactly that the amount of pages now on the WWW is very large and growing 
very rapidly, largely due to the ease with which the Web technology allows people to 
present, organise and display information on the Internet.
12 The tilde (~) indicates that this is owned by cryan and is the directory which contains all 
the HTML files that cryan wishes to be publicly accessible
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As mentioned earlier, almost every third level college in Europe has Internet 
access. The vast majority of these institutions have pages on the Web with 
information about the courses on offer, student numbers, facilities, research centres 
and more. As this is the case, it is clearly evident, that the Web will be an invaluable 
source of information when developing the CTC tool.
4.3.2 Geographical Web Tool
Given that the information on computing at universities across Europe is textual 
in nature, either published in paper form or available online, it was decided to try and 
create a tool that would logically group all the data and represent it in a different 
format . A tool that would display the data dynamically would be more satisfying to 
use and easy to follow and at the same time provide quick responses to user 
requirements. As outlined earlier, it is wise to present data in a simple and useful 
format, avoiding clutter using a format and terminology that is familiar to the users. 
In addition, it is advised to reduce the short term memory load on the users. To this 
end, it was decided to represent the data visually using a geographical context. 
Specifically, the data would be available via a map of Europe. The graphical 
representation would be much easier to retain than a textual one. Most people are 
familiar with reading through an atlas where countries are grouped together into one 
big map (for example, Africa, Asia, Europe) and more detailed maps of each country 
are also included. This map would allow users to access information on computing in 
third level institutions in a similar fashion. The map could be manipulated by the user 
with a simple pointing or clicking action, bringing them to a further more detailed 
map of the chosen country. Again by pointing, clicking this map could be 
manipulated to bring up the actual information on computing in the various colleges 
for that particular city, town, region in that country.
Having determined the functionality, it is clear that the best interactive style to 
represent the ‘map of Europe’ tool is the method which allows objects to be directly 
manipulated. The alternatives open to us at this stage were to build a new custom 
designed interface or use an existing interface. For reasons which will be discussed
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below, the second option was taken and we decided to build use the World Wide 
Web.
4.3.2.1 Reasons for using the World Wide Web
• Functionality:
All Web browsers are already capable of displaying images easily and provides a 
context sensitive point and click interface which is ideally suitable for the application 
we want for our tool. Time and effort can be saved instead of having to develop 
some X-windows application for example which would have to be custom written to 
allow the same functionality just described.
• Compatibility:
The language used to publish information on the Web is universal, it is supported on 
the vast majority of operating systems such as Solaris, NT, and Macintosh. Writing 
some new specially designed interface would involve producing a version for the 
various operating systems. Omitting to produce a version for one particular operating 
system or platform would instantly rule out some people who might be among the 
intended users.
• Reliability:
As outlined earlier, virtually all academic organisations and indeed commercial, 
government and other institutions have access to the Internet and have Web software 
available on their local networks. The user does not have to take an active in 
maintaining this software. Keeping the CTC Web tool up to date would be relatively 
simple and need only be done once. If a custom designed interface had been used, 
updates would have to be distributed to users regularly.
• Schedule and budget:
It would have taken considerably longer and more expensive in terms of effort and 
money had a Web interface not been chosen. No distribution costs were incurred as 
no installation disks had to be distributed to the users.
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• Easy to learn:
Users will not have to be given significant training to be capable of using the tool on 
the Web. Even people who are not highly computer literate are already familiar with 
using Web browsers. The intended users, academics in the field of computing, 
students, people in the computing industry and European Union officials, cover the 
three categories of user described in section 4.2.2. The Web is so easy to use that the 
people falling into the novice category would find it extremely easy to leam how to 
operate this tool and while not being as quick as the more experienced user, would 
soon be navigating around computing faculty Web sites in Europe comfortably.
• Consistency:
The actions involved in navigating through the map are consistent as is it a simple 
point and click interface the whole way through.
• Shortcuts and Flexibility:
As can be seen in Figure 5-2, the frame gives users a shortcut back to either the map 
of Europe or a specific country, avoiding the need to navigate back from a particular 
university Web site which has been just been visited. The in-built features of Web 
browsers also allows users to return home to a some predefined page of their 
choosing.
The Web solution is a write once, run anywhere solution. It is a logical 
extension to use the Web as much of the information we are trying to provide is 
already available via the Web. The next chapter goes on to describe how the 
geographical based tool for the Web was designed and implemented using the 
Hypertext Markup Language.
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Chapter Five - CTC World Wide Web Tool
Before going on to describe the development of the tool, it is worth giving 
details of the programming language used to create the pages for the World Wide 
Web and the CTC Web tool.
5. HTML
World Wide Web documents13 are created using Hypertext Markup Language 
(HTML), which specifies to the Web software how to display a document and create 
the links to other sites on the Internet. Document markup is the process of adding 
codes to a document to identify the structure of a document or the format in which it 
is to appear. The need for longevity of markup and the need for marking documents 
for electronic database storage led to the development of the international Standard 
Generalised Markup Language (SGML) in the mid eighties [WAT-92]. SGML is 
used to define HTML which is used to format the documents which we see on the 
Web everyday.
HTML defines the parts of a document, such as titles, headings and body text. 
These parts are known as elements. To define these elements, tags are used. Tags 
take the form of angle brackets surrounding letters, numbers and other information, 
for example <B>. Tags usually come in pairs, with one tag at the beginning of text 
which is to be formatted in a particular way and another at the end. For example the 
expression “ <B>The early bird catches the worm</B>“ would make those words 
appear in boldface in a Web browser. Using these HTML tags it is possible to enable 
user feedback. The <FORM> tag allows you to add interactive features to 
documents. The following line is taken from the Web Questionnaire - it tells the 
browser that when a user clicks the submit button, the information input by the user 
should be sent to a CGI script, which is defined in the HTML code and stored on the
*3 Web documents are often referred to as pages or resources
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server computer (see Section 4.3.1 for more information on the browser/client 
relationship).
<FORM METHOD-’POST” 
ACTION=”http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/cgi-bin/carmel/quest.pl">
The script, in our case, a PERL file then processes the incoming information and 
performs the requested action (see Appendix B for the full source code). This script 
is stored in a special directory which provides communication between external 
sources of information and the local server. This special directory contains programs 
which specify the standard (CGI - Common Gateway Interface) for running external 
programs (see APPENDIX B for more information on HTML).
5.1 Information Sources
The World of Learning [EUR-95] was used to come up with an initial list of 
third level institutions offering computing courses. The World Wide Web was very 
useful for checking that these colleges had ‘Computing’ Web sites. Additional 
searches were conducted using keywords such as ‘universities in Europe’ and 
‘computing courses’ using the search engines Altavista and Yahoo14. Two very useful 
sites were also used in an effort to obtain a complete list of college ‘Computing’ Web 
sites. One is maintained by a UK Publishing company known as Datalake [WES-96] 
and the other by the University of Birmingham [UBH-96] and both contain links to 
university Web sites.
5.2 Designing the Web site
One of the first things to be done when setting about designing a Web site, is to 
check that it is not already on the Web [PFA-96] . When searching for a complete list 
of college Web sites containing information on computing courses in Europe no sites 
were found that give or point to such information. Some sites were found with links
The search engines - Altavista and Yahoo were used - URL’s: http://www.altavista.digital.com & 
http://www.yahoo.com
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to university web sites, but either these did not have direct links to computing 
faculty/school/department pages or were not exhaustive. For example, both the sites 
mentioned in the previous section, while useful did not contain the links we were 
looking for. The University of Birmingham site included links to British university 
home pages only. The other site had a more extensive set of links to universities 
world-wide, but no link directly to computing information.
Another issue to be considered in the design stage of a Web site, is the intended 
audience. This Web site is first and foremost intended to provide information for 
CTC eSIG members, who are mainly computing lecturers, but we also expect that the 
following audience would benefit from having such easy access to information about 
computing at third level in Europe -:
• Students
• People in the Computing Industry
• European Union officials
• Non-academic staff in computing faculties throughout colleges in Europe
Students who may wish to study away from their home country can find out
information about other university computing courses that are on offer around Europe. 
Contacts can be made with students studying similar courses in different universities 
in their home country or indeed further afield.
Computing Industry professionals can use this tool to find information about 
what research is being undertaken in computing faculties and if  interested in 
becoming involved or initiating research projects, companies can use this tool to find 
contact information. In addition, industry people can get computing course 
information and ascertain the type of graduate which will be entering the workforce. 
It is a long term goal of the CTC that there would be more input from industry into 
curriculum subjects. Industry people know what kind of people they are and will be 
looking for and can make a significant contribution towards improving the availability 
of high quality computer personnel to service the needs of the rapidly changing 
computing industry in Europe.
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European Union officials can make use of this tool also. When looking for 
information on what universities in Europe actually offer computing courses, it was 
discovered that there is no list available with such information [EUR-95] . The 
process of finding these universities will be outlined later in this chapter. This site can 
now be used to collate such information.
There are other practical issues to be considered when designing a Web site - the 
page layout, size and amount of inline images and how much information to put on a 
single page. Practically all publications which deal with designing Web sites 
advocate that a Web page layout should be attractive and easy to read [SIE-96] [PFA- 
96]. Inline images should be limited and if  possible kept small. Long pages are not in 
vogue as the reader may get overwhelmed and they usually involve excessive 
scrolling. Organisation and intelligent linking also play an important role in the look 
and feel of a site. The next section deals with the development of the tool and will 
detail how these matters were addressed when establishing the site.
5.3 Development o f  the Tool
When developing the Web site, we wanted to incorporate the features outlined 
above. We knew that there would be a large number of universities offering 
computing courses across Europe. If these were to be presented in a linear fashion, we 
would have very long pages which, as mentioned earlier, would involve excessive 
scrolling and a long list of text would not be particularly attractive to users. It would 
have been the easiest option, once the full list of colleges was collated, to list all the 
countries and then present a list of all those universities teaching computing in those 
countries. The Datalake site, mentioned in section 5.1, takes this approach and 
provides a long list of countries and universities. By steering away from this 
presentation format, a more interesting site could be developed. By using an image of 
the map of Europe instead of a list of European countries and country maps with the 
links to the various colleges, instead of a long list of universities, not only would the 
user find it less boring and more attractive to read, but using the maps gives those who
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don’t know their geography too well, information on exactly where in a particular 
country a university is situated.
Images with links are known as imagemaps. Section 4.2.1 describes 
imagemaps in more detail. Using these imagemaps would allow us to subdivide the 
information by country and by region and present it in a clear concise manner.
However, Web site designers are specifically advised that inline images should 
be limited and kept small. The reason for doing so is to prevent prolonged periods of, 
waiting for a page to appear on the screen due to an image being downloaded. In 
addition, images can clutter up a page unnecessarily making text hard to read. This 
was a major concern as we intended to base our site on country maps. When creating 
the maps, it was decided to try and keep them as simple as possible and create them 
using the same format - size and colouring. The first map developed was the map of 
Europe (see section 4.2.1 for more details). When completed, the size of the image 
was 14Kilobytes. It was included in a test page and only took a few seconds to 
download. In addition, a favourable feature of Web browsers, is that once an image 
has been downloaded by a user, the next time that page with the inline image is 
requested, download time is much quicker. This occurs because the image is stored in 
the computer’s cache. The Cache is used to keep copies of frequently accessed Web 
pages, which reduces the time connected to the network15.
The test image used was not interactive, links had to be added so that users 
could actually navigate around Europe. The following section gives more information 
on these interactive maps, known as imagemaps.
5.3.1 Imagemaps
An imagemap is a means of graphically representing the links on a Web page. It 
is a standard graphic file (gif) with hotspots defined in a map file on the server. It is a 
"clickable" image with links (hotspots) that function as normal HTML links.
There are three steps involved in creating an imagemap [NCS-95]:
15 The Reload button in a Web browser, will always compare the cached page to the network page and show the 
most recent one. The Cache usually resides in the same directory as the browser and its associated files
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1. Design the image (picture file) to be used as the imagemap.
2. Create a data file containing the "hot spot" co-ordinates on the 
image and the URL associated with them.
3. Write the HTML code that refers to the image and its associated 
datafile.
5.3.1.1 The Picture File
This can be any GIF formatted picture that you want to use for an imagemap. 
Pictures can be scanned in and saved with scanning software such as Ofoto and 
Photoshop. Graphics and paint programs may also be used to create pictures (images) 
and save them in .GIF format. The images for this project were created using 
downloaded images from various sources on the Web. These images were then edited 
extensively using PaintShopPro and Paintbrush - two paint programs widely available 
for Personal Computers.
5.3.1.2 The Map File
Once an image is ready to be turned into an imagemap, the hotspots must be 
defined. These are defined in a map file on the server as pixel co-ordinate bounded 
shapes or regions. This map file could be created using any text-word processor, but 
it would be necessary to accurately know the pixel co-ordinates of every point in an 
image or count them. This procedure can be extremely time consuming, but there are 
imagemap file creators which simplify this task. There are many of these programs 
available on the Internet. Mapedit [BOU-96] was the program employed to create the 
various imagemaps needed for our tool. Mapedit and other imagemap programs such 
as MAPTHIS [MAP-96] and MapMarker [MUR-96] , allow the image file to be 
opened, hotspot shapes to be drawn and links to other URL's to be made. By saving 
the file, a text file is actually created with the proper dimensions for the hotspot 
followed by the link. This is very convenient as it can be edited directly if  a link but 
not the hotspot needs to be changed.
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So the map file is basically a text file that contains the co-ordinate information 
on where to go when different parts of the picture are clicked with the mouse. Each 
line of text in the .map file defines a shape (circle, rectangle, or polygon) and gives 
the destination URL for a click within that shape. The map file defines clickable spots 
on the image by identifying locations on the grid with x,y co-ordinates.
The format for each line of the file is:
shape where-to-go.html co-ordinates
shape This gives the type of shape that will be defined. The
valid values are circ, rect, point, or poly, 
where-to-go.html This gives the URL for the destination site, document,
or image, video, audio, or text file to connect to when a
URL(http://www..) user clicks in the section defined by this shape,
co-ordinates This defines the co-ordinates of the rectangle, circle,
point, or polygon. The co-ordinate system is defined in 
pixels and begins at the upper left comer and ends at 
the lower right comer.
In very non-technical terms the imagemap has a grid of x,y co-ordinates that are 
associated with each hotspot. When the hotspots are clicked, a map file of X,Y co­
ordinates is queried to find the associated URL. The connection is then made to that 
Web page. In other words, the map file tells where the click should take the user.
The general map file has the following format:
default URL #anything after a # is a comment
circle x y r URL #circle -given by centre and a radius
rectangle xO yO x l y l URL #square -two points making a diagonal
polygon xO yO xl y l x2 y2.... URL #polygon -series of points
point x y URL #a point
Default: This line of the file tells where to go if  the place where the user clicked was 
not defined as a section of the map.
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The following lines are taken from the imagemap file of Europe used in the 
WWW Geographical tool - the full file can be read in Appendix C. 
default http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/error.html 
rect http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/iceland.html 4,66 106,115 
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/irl.html 108,216 62,251
62,251 91,281 91,281 135,268 135,268 144,247 144,247 119,212 
119,212 107,215
The default URL used in all our imagemaps is error.html which contains a 
simple message telling users the wrong area has been clicked and to go back to the 
map and try again.
The second line in English is "A mouseclick anywhere between 4,666 (x,y of the 
upper-left comer of the rectangle, in pixels) and 106,115 (lower-right comer) will take 
you to the URL http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/iceland.htmr'.
In creating the Europe imagemap, the polygon shape was the most widely used as it 
allowed the exact shape (more or less) of each country to be outlined, however, in the 
individual country imagemaps, the rectangle shape was also used for creating the links 
to the universities and colleges in the various cities and towns in each country.
5.3.1.3 Writing the HTML Code
The web page from which the viewer will see and click on the imagemap needs 
to contain a link to the location where the imagemap is stored and then a link to the 
actual image. The following code appears in the web page displaying the map of 
Europe (see Appendix C for the full source code).
<A HREF=
"http://simpr1.compapp.dcu.ie/cgi-bin/imagemap/europe">
<IMG SRC="http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/europe.gif' ISMAP></A>
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The first line calls a CGI script to perform the image mapping function (see 
Appendix C for the source code of this script - imagemap.conf). The ISMAP part of 
the IMG tag proclaims this picture to be an imagemap.
5.3.1.4 Making the Imagemap Work
In order for the imagemap to work, the server must know where to find it. In the 
server's directory structure there should be a cgi-bin directory and within it a file 
called imagemap.conf. This is the file which contains information on all imagemaps 
served by a particular server. It contains one line for each imagemap served by the 
server. When adding a new imagemap, a line similar to the following example can be 
used:
Scotland :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/scotland.map
See Appendix C for the full imagemap.conf file which references the imagemaps used 
in our WWW tool.
5.3.2 Usage of Frames
Continuing our efforts to present the information in a non-linear and more 
visually appealing manner, it was decided to use HTML frames in the Web site. 
Frames [NET-96] were first introduced by Netscape as an added feature to their Web 
Browser - Netscape Navigator. Frames are graphical and logical subdivisions of a 
single Web page into two or more sections and allow a site to be more ‘browseable’ 
[BIG-96]. In addition, as visitors to the CTC site would be navigating through the 
various countries of Europe, it was decided that it would be useful to simply have an 
index of these countries readily available avoiding the necessity to go back through all 
the links visited to get back to the main map of Europe. The CTC Web site was 
divided into two frames with the first frame being the site navigation index and the 
other frame holding the selected pages. Figure 5-1 shows how the frames appear in the 
CTC Home Page Web site.
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The page is divided into 2 frames, each having its own unique URL and scroll 
bars. Employing the frames in the site gives visitors two ways of accessing links, 
either by using the side frame links or by using the imagemaps which appear in the 
main frame.
To make frames the <FRAMESET> tag is used in the HTML code. The width 
and name of each frame is included in the <FRAMESET> tag, as is the URL of each 
page to be displayed in the frames. If the URL’s are not included the frame would 
appear blank or empty. The following HTML source code is taken from the page seen 
in Figure 5-1 and shows how the frames are defined.
<html>
<head><title>lnter-University Co-operation in Computing</title></head> 
<frameset cols="130,*">
<frame src=side.html name-'side" scrolling=auto>
<frame src=euhome.html name-'display" scrolling=auto>
</frameset>
</html>
The ‘cols=”130,*’ indicates that the first frame is to be 130 pixels wide and the 
second is to take up the remaining space. In this page the first frame is given the 
name ‘side’ and the main frame called ‘display’ . The URL’s corresponding to both 
frames are ‘side.html’ and ‘euhome.html’ respectively. The ‘auto scrolling’ means 
that the browser will determine whether or not scrollbars are necessary in a frame and 
shows or hides them as appropriate
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Figure 5-1 - Home Page of Geographical Interface Tool
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In order to make a page appear in a particular frame, the link must be altered. It 
is the ‘TARGET’ attribute in the anchor tag (described in section 4.3.1) which allows 
a name to be assigned to a specific window and pages can then be targeted to appear 
in the window bearing the matching name. Normally the anchor tag, <A></A>, 
specifies a link to be loaded when an active item is clicked. Adding in the TARGET
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attribute forces a page to be loaded into the targeted window. The format for the 
anchor tag would then be as follows :
<A HREF-’URL” TARGET=”window-name”> Targeted Anchor </A>
To illustrate how this TARGET tag was used in the CTC pages, the following code is 
taken from the Display frame of the Home Page and allows the page containing the 
interactive map of Europe to be displayed in the Display frame :
<A HREF=”eurmap.html” TARGET=display>Navigate around 
European colleges</A>16
See Appendix C for the full listing of the HTML source code.
5.3.3 Search Facility
In addition to having the interactive maps for finding information on third 
level computing in Europe, a search facility was also included in the site. All the 
Web pages from college Web sites that are accessible via the imagemaps are 
stored in a database locally. The search page employs the <FORM> tag 
(described in section 5) to accept a text query from a user. A CGI-script file is 
then called to process the query. The search engine used was developed as part 
of a Ph.D. project here in DCU. It employs vector space modelling techniques( 
see Section 2.2.3.2) and uses a tf*idf weighting scheme (see Section 2.2.1.3) to 
return a list of ranked documents which match the user query. The Search page 
and its HTML code for this page plus the PERL code are included in Appendix 
C. Two sample query pages are also included.
16 There is no need to write the full “http://www ” path as the file ‘eurmap.html’ is stored
in the same directory as the current Web page
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5.3.4 Using the W W W  Tool
Having described how the imagemaps were developed and how frames 
were used, the following pages show how the tool would work for a user upon 
selecting the option to Navigate around European colleges from the Home Page 
depicted in Figure 5-1. The user will initially be presented with a list of 
countries and a map of Europe (Figure 5-2). The sample figures following 
Figure 4-3 and Figure 5-4) show the pages a user would be presented with if  the 
country France and then Compiegne were chosen.
Figure 5-2 - Map of Europe Web Page
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Figure 5-3 -  M ap of France Page
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Figure 5-4 -  University of Compiegne (Com puting Dept)
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The CTC Geographical Interface Tool was launched at the Evaluation Conference on 
Inter-University Co-operation in Europe in the Field of Computing. A successful 
‘live’ demonstration was held for the conference delegates which involved visiting a 
few computing sites (including the example shown above) from European 
universities. It is currently under evaluation and is accessible through the Centre for 
Teaching Computing Web site in DCU.
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Chapter Six - Conclusions
As outlined in the introduction, the previous chapters have described how and 
why the CTC eSIGs were established. The research undertaken focused on finding a 
method to monitor the eSIGs to ensure they were being used for their intended 
purpose. To this end, Information Filtering techniques were investigated and found 
suitable for this application.
6.1 Conclusions
The primary conclusion of this research is that the eSIGs are not yet delivering on 
their potential. As they were not being used to the extent we expected,, further 
investment of time and effort in developing the CTC filter was put on hold. The 
situation was disappointing as there had been great enthusiasm for their establishment 
at the CTC annual conference. In addition, the number of people who joined within a 
very short time period was very encouraging. It was anticipated that it would not be 
long before a skeleton database of recommended syllabi would be drawn up as a result 
of communication between all these members. This, however, has not happened yet.
In our opinion the reason for this was that there were no support measures put in 
place at the time of establishment to get the eSIGs up and running and it was felt that 
until such measures were implemented, the eSIG situation would continue in the same 
way.
Since its establishment the CTC has been involved in projects funded by the 
European Union. At this time, the CTC became involved in one such European 
project with similar aims. This particular project had as its primary aim the promotion 
of co-operation between third level institutions in the field of computing in Europe. 
As a result of involvement in this project and the need to get the eSIGs up and running 
a graphical Web-based tool was developed. The tool was designed to assist in the 
finding of information quickly and easily about computing at third level.
6 . I n t r o d u c t io n
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An additional support measure was also put in place to assist in improving the 
activity on the eSIGs. Each eSIG was assigned a ‘mentor’ who would endeavour to 
initiate communication on the particular eSIG for which they have responsibility. The 
mentors were appointed by the CTC board based on their expertise in the area and 
their keen interest in developing a database of recommended syllabi in their area. The 
specific methods to be used by each mentor were not discussed in fine detail, but 
would proceed along the lines of inviting members to become involved in an 
important curricular issue pertinent to that area of computing. For example on the 
Programming Language eSIG - the issue of which programming language to teach 
first year Computing students might be raised by the mentor.
6.2 Future Work
As the traffic on the eSIGs increases, work will proceed once again on 
developing the actual filter to assist the CTC in managing the groups and evaluating 
their success.
Additional eSIGs may be established as each area originally identified, can be 
broken down even further. For example, the Programming Languages eSIG could be 
sub-categorised into Object-Oriented Languages, 4GLs, and 3GLs.
The Web tool will be updated regularly to include the following:
• New pages being added to sites (currently accessible)
• New Web sites being created by universities (currently not accessible)
• New countries joining the EU (or other countries as specified by CTC)
There are new products now available to create Web sites and imagemaps. These 
products will be investigated and if suitable will be used to carry out the above steps 
involved in maintaining the CTC Web Tool up to date.
Development of the Search engine is still continuing here in DCU and as it is 
expanded, the new versions will be incorporated into the Web Tool.
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6.3 Summary
It is our opinion that the eSIGs are a good idea and will result in the 
establishment of a European database of recommended syllabi. The support measures 
have now been put in place and we feel that these will help to get members 
communicating on the eSIGs.
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APPENDIX A
MAILBASE Server
MAILBASE is the UK’s major electronic mailing list service that enables groups 
to manage their own discussion topics and associated files. The service is run by a 
dedicated team based at Newcastle University and offers two main facilities to its 
users via electronic mail :
1. Discussion o f topics using electronic mailing lists ‘managed’ by MAILBASE
2. Commands for retrieving files associated with a discussion list and for obtaining 
information about other lists or about MAILBASE in general.
In addition to the email service the following facilities allow users to browse through 
some of the publicly available material held on MAILBASE :
• MAILBASE On-Line Service
• MAILBASE Gopher Service
• MAILBASE World Wide Web Service
MAILBASE Discussion Lists
MAILBASE is a computer program that manages electronic discussion lists. 
Each list has four major elements :
1. An electronic mail address for the list - This uniquely identifies the list and is the 
address to which members of the list send contributions. Contributions are made in 
the form of email messages. Each message sent to that address is then distributed 
to every member of that particular list. For example, the eSIG on Formal Methods 
has the following address : cti-comp-fm.
2. Members of the discussion list - A list has associated with it a set of email 
addresses, each of which identifies a member of the list. Every item of mail sent to 
a list is distributed to each individual member’s address.
3. A list administrator, or owner - Each list has one or more owners who carry out 
administrative functions, and who provide a first point of contact for problems or
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queries related to the list. The List Owner is identified by an email address that 
always follows the pattern : <listname>-request@mailbase.ac.uk.
4. The list attributes - The level of public access to a MAILBASE list is determined 
by the attributes set the by the List Owner. Consequently a list may be “open” or 
“closed” for non-members. The List Owner can decide whether a non-member 
may:
• join the list automatically
• send mail to the list
• review the list membership
• retrieve those files associated with the list 
A List Owner may also decide whether:
• to store list contributions in the monthly archive files
• replies to list messages are normally directed to the message originator 
or the whole list
• to moderate the list whereby all messages are sent directly to a List 
Moderator who will decide if they are suitable for broadcast to the 
whole list.
This last option is intended to filter out unwanted or duplicated material which may be 
of no use to the majority of list members. Currently however, most lists maintained 
on the MAILBASE server are not moderated.
MAILBASE offers the facility for storing file associates with a particular list, 
sot that the users may retrieve them when required. There are different types of file 
that may be associated with a l is t : • Monthly archive files
• Files contributed by List Owners and members
• Introduction file
The team at Newcastle University also maintain a helpline to assist list members and 
various files are available that detail all commands including those for retrieving files, 
checking list membership, leaving a list among others.
The current number of lists maintained on the server including the CTC eSIGs 
is 755 with the number of distinct members being 41,600 approx.
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How to join a CTC eSIG and make contributions
To join one of the CTC’s eSIGs an email message must be sent to the following 
general address : mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk. The subject field may be left blank but 
the text of the message must read as follows :
join <listname><firstname(s)><lastname> and then end the message as normal.
For example
To: mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk
Subject: test (may be left blank)
Body of message: join cti-comp-fm Carmel Ryan
stop
MAILBASE Commands
MAILBASE is a computer program that automatically deals with the routine 
administrative tasks such as joining a list or retrieving files. All commands should be 
sent to the general address mentioned above. Commands sent to MAILBASE are 
executed in sequence until a terminator or an error is found. A mail message 
reporting success or failure is then returned to the sender. More than one command 
may appear in any one mail message to MAILBASE, but each command must be on a 
separate line. Except when stated otherwise, commands may appear in any order and 
can be upper or lower or mixed case.
The MAILBASE commands are: find lists <word>*
help [<command>]t 
index [<listname>]
j oin <li stname><firstname(s)><lastname> 
leave { <listname> | all I* 
line limit <number> 
list me
* items in angle brackets o  are to be replaced appropriately
* square brackets [and] enclose optional items
* braces {and} enclose alternative items one of which must be given, a vertical bar means “or”
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lists [full]
resume mail {<listname> | all} 
review <listname> 
send <listname><filename> 
statistics [command | list | <listname>} 
stop
suspend mail {<listname> | all}
It is possible to get information from MAILBASE on the various commands by 
sending a help message to the general address.
For example
To: mailbase@mailbase.ac.uk.
Subject: help (may be left blank)
Body of text: help index 
stop
This will result in a description of the index command being returned to the sender in 
an email message.
MAILBASE also provides a document of frequently asked questions that is 
particularly useful for new users as many users have the same type of problems which 
can generally be solved in quite easily. If there is anything still not clear the List 
Owner can be contacted at the address listname-request@mailbase.ac.uk.
Contributing
To contribute a message to the list simply send your message to 
listname @mailbase.ac.uk, all the list members will receive this message.
For example
To: cti-comp-fm@mailbase.ac.uk
Subject: First message (may be left blank)
Body of message: I have found an excellent paper o n ............
stop
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In order to check what previous communication has gone on in a particular list, 
archive files can be checked. Messages sent to a particular list are normally collected 
together and placed in a monthly archive file for retrieval. Archive files, containing 
all list messages circulated, are generated automatically. These files - one for each 
month that the list has been in existence, can be checked by using the MAILBASE 
index and send commands. Documents requested by email are normally sent in plain 
text, but most of the documentation is available in “RTF” format. This format allows 
some users to obtain the information in the original formatted style and print it at their 
own sites. To obtain an “RTF” version it is necessary to append the suffix.rtf to the 
email request.
For example
Body of message: send mailbase gopher-tutorial.rtf
If membership of a list is no longer required then sending the command leave 
listname will remove your name from the specified MAILBASE list, or if  the leave 
all option is used, from all those lists where your membership address corresponds to 
your current email address. To temporarily suspend mail from a list (or from every 
list if the “all” option is used), the command suspend mail cti-comp-fm is used.
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APPENDIX B
Hypertext Markup Language
As outlined in Chapter Three, HTML is an application conforming to 
International Standard ISO 8879 - Standard Generalised Markup Language (SGML). 
SGML is a system for defining structured document types and markup languages to 
represent instances of those document types.
HTML, invented by Tim Bemers-Lee of CERN [NCS-95] is a collection of 
platform independent styles (indicated by markup tags) that define the various 
components o f a WWW document.. It is the HTML that tells the Web browser to 
view information in a certain way.
The language is composed of formatting commnads called tags. Tags define the 
start and end of headings, paragraphs, lists, character highlighting and links. Tags 
work in pairs to format the text and graphics in an HTML document. Start tags are 
delimited by < and > and end tags are delimited by </ and >.
For example <H 1 > This is a heading</H 1 >
<P>This is a paragraph.
There are certain standard HTML tags which should be contained in every HTML 
document. Required elements are shown in this simple document 
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>A simple HTML example</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<H1> HTML is not difficult to learn</H1>
<P> Welcome to the world of HTML. This is the first paragraph.
<P> This is the second paragraph 
</BODY>
</HTML>
HTML:
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This element tells the Web browser that the file contains HTML-coded 
information.
HEAD:
This head element identifies the first part of the document and contains the title. 
The title included in the document is shown as part of the Web browser’s window as 
shown in this example
Netscape - [A s im p le  HTML exam ple]
File Edit View Go Bookmarks Options directory Window Help
<>0 « V & ✓ $S| É s m f t #
Back Für'v?*r.d Home Edit Ri-load Ino iflfi Op*n Print Find Sioj.
$ Location: | file: ///D  l/carmel/thesis/sample. hi ml
What's New? |  What's Cool? | Destinations 1| Net Seatch~) People ] Software )
Hi
H T M L  is not d ifficu lt to  learn
Welcome to the world of HTML. This is the first paragraph- 
This is the second paragraph
TITLE
The title element contains your document title and identifies its content in a 
global context. It is usually displayed at the top of the browser window. It is better to 
choose a short but descriptive title as it is this that will be displayed in a user’s 
bookmark list.
BODY:
The largest part of your HTML document is the body which contains the content 
of the document that is displayed in the text area of the browser window.
The other tags which make up HTML documents include Heading, Paragraph and List 
tags. Preformatted text using the <PRE> generates text in a fixed-width font. It is
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useful for program code among other things. Different colours for background or text 
can be chosen using <BODY BACKGROUND> or <BODY BGCOLOR> tags.
The main power of HMTL documents lies in the ability to link text and/or an 
image to another document or section of a document. A browser highlights the 
identified text or image with colour and/or underlining to indicate that it is a hypertext 
link. The anchor tag is used to create the link. For example in the example above the 
following line could be included in the body of the document to create a hypertext 
link to the home page of Microsoft
<A HREF=”http://www.microsoft.com”>Go to Microsoft</A>
The page would then appear in the browser window as follows :
Netscape - [A s im p le  HTML exam ple]
File £dit yiew Go Bookmarks Options Directory Window Help
> & u Éh a IÄI *
Book .Forward Horn» Edit Reload Irriti^-/ Open Print Find Stop
Æ  Location:|file:///D|/carmel/thesis/sample.html ■ i ü  K r
What's New? | What’s Cool? | Destinations | Net Seatch | People I Software | E B B
H TM L is not d ifficu lt to learn
Welcome to the world of HTML. This is the first paragraph.
This is the second paragraph 
Go to Microsoft
Inline images can also be used to link to another Web document The img src 
tag is used to display an image on a page. By including this in the anchor tag, the 
image becomes active and can be used to access another page with the click of a 
mouse button. For example adding the following line in the sample Web document 
will result in an image called ‘welcome.gif appearing on the page with a black line 
around it to indicate that it is also a link to another Web page, namely the introduction 
page of the Web tool described in Chapter Four.
<A HREF=”http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/intro.html><img 
src=”welcome.gif’></A>
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HTML also includes an interactive feature that enables users to submit feedback 
to the owner/creator of the Web document. This accomplished using the <FORM> 
tag. The tag has 2 attributes METHOD and ACTION which must be used in order to 
ensure the HTML form will work correctly. In the example given in section Error! 
Reference source not found, the METHOD = POST, which instructs the server to 
send the data from the form to the program which will process it. The ACTION 
attribute gives the URL of this program. This program (a PERL program, called 
‘quest.pl’) is stored in the cgi-bin directory on the server.
There are numerous features of HTML which are not detailed here. To learn 
about HTML and these features, please see [NCS-95].
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CTC eSIG QUESTIONNAIRE
Please check the boxes and fill in the blanks as appropriate
1. Please enter your name: __________________________
2. Please indicate which eSIGs you are a member of
1. cti-comp-se 5. cti-comp-pl
2. cti-comp-ftn 6. cti-comp-ai
3. cti-comp-mat 7. cti-comp-dbms
4. cti-comp-hci 8. cti-comp-caos
3. If you have sent any messages to the eSIGs, please enter the name of the eSIG and 
the number of messages you sen t:___________________________
4. Did you receive any response to these messages? Y es___  No _
5. Why did you join the eSIGs?_____________________________________________
6. Do you find membership of the eSIGs useful? Y es  No
6b. W hy?___________________________________________________
7. Are you a member of any other email groups/lists similar to the CTC eSIGs?
Y es  N o __
7b. If yes how m any?____________
8. Do you find membership of the other eSIG(s) useful? Y es  No _
8b. W hy?__________________________________________________________
9. The eSIGs were established to enable collaboration and discussion between 
computing academics. The provision of such a forum for academics to discuss 
topics of mutual interest, is intended to provide :
• pointers to new developments/resources on the Internet
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• access to evaluations of public domain and commercial products
• access to lists of conferences, software reviews, reports and good practice 
as drawn up by the group
• a means of making informal acquaintances with other computing academics
• a facility to make informal comments and exchange views on their 
specialisms
• access to centres of excellence throughout the world 
It is also intended that the members of the eSIGs will:
• maintain bulletin boards
• help organise seminars/workshops
• contribute to the annual conference
• help the CTC draft an educational policy
• draw up recommended syllabi
Do you think these objectives are reasonable? Y es  N o__
9b. Why?
10. Please list any other objectives you think should be included
11. What additional facilities would you like to see in place?
12. A message coding scheme when mailing the eSIGs would aid the process of 
monitoring the eSIGs to ensure the objectives outlined are being met.
For example: in the SUBJECT field of the mail message 
A denotes curriculum issues 
B denotes exam questions 
C denotes research issues etc..
Would you be prepared to use such a coding scheme when sending messages?
Yes No
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• Thank you for your co-operation
CTC eSIG Questionnaire Web Page (1)
Iÿ4< Netscape - ICTC eSIG Questionnaiie] H I-1 E 3
file £dit View j£o fiaokmaiks Option* Qiiedofy Window Hdp
C ,
c C
CTC eSIG Questionnaire
The CTC Is collecting information about the operation of the eSIGs. Your co-operation 
is greatly appreciated.
P le a s e  c l i c *  on the  b o x e s  and f i l l  in  the b la n k s  a s a p p r o p r ia te
= r1.Please enter your name here
2.Please indicate which eSIGs you are a member of
F  l.cti-oomp-se 
r~ l.oti-cnmp-fm 
fj 1.cti-oomp-mat 
O  1.cti-oamB-hoi
HI 1.oti-oamp-pl 
C  1. oti-camj)-ai 
G  1.ati-oamp-dbms 
□  1.cti-oomp-caos
3 . I f  you h a ve  sent any messages to the eSIGs, please enter the name of the eSIG 
and the number of messages you sent to it : f
4.Did you receive any responses to these messages? C  YES O  HQ
5. Why did you Join the eSIGs?
6a. Do you find membership of the eSIGs useful? O  YES HO
rl-Pl\ [Document: Done
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C T C  eSIG  Questionnaire W eb Page (2)
Netscape (CTC eSIG Questionnaiie] H F 1 F 3
fte £di View Go gookmsiki Upton* Dif&dory Window Jjelp
B
6b. Why?
"3
J
7a. Are you a member of any other email groups/lists similar to the cti-comp eSIGs? 
O  XES ©  HO
7b. If yes how many?
3a. Do you find membership of the other eSIG()s useful?
8b. Why?
9a. The eSIGs were established to enable collaboration and discussion between 
computing academics. The provision of such a forum for academics to discuss
topics of mutual interest, is intended to provide :
- pointers to new developments/resources on the internet
- access to evaluations of public domain and commercial products
- access to lists of conferences, software reviews, reports and good praotice
as drawn up by the group
- a means of making informal acquaintances with other computing academics
- a facility to make informal comments and exchange views on their specialisms
- access to centres of excellence throughout the world.
It is also intended that the members of the eSIGs will
- maintain bulletin boards
- help organise seminars/workshops
- contribute to the annual conference
- help the CTC draft an educational policy and
-1 . _.  j > r
■rKql .[Document Dciia ! il: ^
1
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H T M L  Source Code for C T C  W eb questionnaire
<HTML>
<HEAD>
<TITLE>CTC eSIG Questionnaire</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY>
<body bgcolor="ffffff text"DDDDD">
<img src="ctc.gif' align=leftxHl>CTC eSIG Questionnaire</Hl><br>
<p>The CTC is collecting information about the operation of the eSIGs. Your co­
operation is greatly appreciated.
<br<Please click on the boxes and fill in the blanks as appropriate</i>
<HR>
<FORMMETHOD-'POST" ACTION-'http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/cgi- 
bin/carmel/quest.pl">
<FORM>
<B><PRE>
1 .Please enter your name here : <INPUT TYPE="text"
NAME="usemame"SIZE="28"><BR>
2.Please indicate which eSIGs you are a member of<br>
<INPUT TYPE=checkboxNAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> l.cti-comp-se
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> 1 .cti-comp-pl 
<ENPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-fm> l.cti-comp-fin
<INPUT TYPE=checkboxNAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> l.cti-comp-ai 
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> 1 .cti-comp-mat
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> l.cti-comp-dbms 
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> l.cti-comp-hci
<INPUT TYPE=checkbox NAME=eSIG VALUE=cti-comp-se> 1 .cti-comp-caos
3.If you have sent any messages to the eSIGs, please enter the name of the eSIG 
and the number of messages you sent to it :
<INPUT TYPE—'text" NAME="eSIG2" SIZE="20"><p>
4.Did you receive any responses to these messages?
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=response VALUE=yes> YES 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=response VALUE=no> NO
5. Why did you join the eSIGs? :
<textarea name -  'joining" rows = "8" cols="40"x/textarea><p>
6a. Do you find membership of the eSIGs useful?
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<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=membership VALUE=yes> YES 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME^membership VALUE=no> NO<p>
6b. Why? <textarea name ="member" rows = "4" cols="58"></textarea><p>
7a. Are you a member of any other email groups/lists similar to the CTC eSIGs? 
<BLOCKQUOTE>
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=othereSIG VALUE=yes> YES 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=othereSIG VALUE=no> NO 
</BLOCKQUOTE>
7b. If yes how many? : <INPUT TYPE="text" NAME="num_eSIG"SIZE=”5"><p>
8a. Do you find membership of the other eSIG()s useful?
<BLOCKQUOTE>
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=mem_useful VALUE=yes> YES 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=membership VALUE=no> NO 
</BLOCKQUOTE>
8b. Why? <textarea name ="member2" rows = "4" cols-'58"></textarea><p>
9a. The eSIGs were established to enable collaboration and discussion between 
computing academics. The provision of such a forum for academics to discuss 
topics of mutual interest, is intended to provide :
<BLOCKQUOTE>
- pointers to new developments/resources on the Internet
- access to evaluations of public domain and commercial products
- access to lists of conferences, software reviews, reports and good practice 
as drawn up by the group
- a means of making informal acquaintances with other computing academics
- a facility to make informal comments and exchange views on their specialisms
- access to centres of excellence throughout the world.
</BLOCKQUOTE>
It is also intended that the members of the eSIGs will 
<BLOCKQUOTE>
- maintain bulletin boards
- help organise seminars/workshops
- contribute to the annual conference
- help the CTC draft an educational policy and
- draw up recommended syllabi 
</BLOCKQUOTE>
Do you think these objectives are reasonable?
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=objectives VALUE=yes> YES 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=objectives VALUE=no> NO<p>
9b. Why? <textarea name - 'why_reasonable" rows = "4"
cols=" 5 8 "></textarea><p>
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10. Please list any other objectives you think should be included 
<textareaname ="other_objs" rows = "4" cols="67"></textarea><p>
11. What additional eSIG facilities would you like to see in place?
<textarea name —'facilities" rows = "4" cols="67"></textarea><p>
12. A message coding scheme when mailing the eSIGs would aid the process of 
monitoring the eSIGs to ensure the objectives outlined are being met.
For e.g. - in the SUBJECT field of the mail message 
<BLOCKQUOTE>
A denotes exam question information
B denotes curriculum issues
C denotes research issues
etc.</BLOCKQUOTE>
Would you be prepared to use such a coding scheme when sending messages? 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=objectives VALUE=yes> YES 
<INPUT TYPE=radio NAME=objectives VALUE=no> NO
<INPUT TYPE-'submit" VALUE-'Submit questionnaire'^
<INPUT TYPE="reset" >
</PRE>
</FORM>
<HR>
Back to the <a href =http://www.ctc.dcu.ie/>CTC Home Page</a>
<P>
<h6>Thank you for your co-operation. If you have any further ideas about developing 
the eSIGs please do not hesitate to contact us</h6>
</BODY>
</HTML>
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#! / app 1 /lang/bin/perl
require "cgi-lib.pl"; # includes a header file containing generic functions
&ReadParse; # this function included in the header file
# Formatting of the Web page presented after query submitted 
print "Content-type: text/html\n\n";
print "<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Questionnaire submission</TITLE></HEAD>\n";
#print "<body bgcolor="ffffff' text—'000000">\n;
print "<h3>The questionnaire was submitted successfully</h3>\n";
print "<h4>Please return to home page</h4>";
#print "<h4><a href
=\"http: //www. compapp. dcu. ie/~cry an/ quest.html ">B ack\</a></h4><hr>"; 
print "</HTML>";
#inputing all the stuff
$name = $in{'usemame'};
$ctcesig = $in{'eSIG'};
$msgesig = $in{'eSIG2'};
Sresponse = $in {'response'};
$reasonJoined = $in{'joining'};
$raembershipuseful = $in {'membership'};
$why_useful = $in {'member'};
$otheresig = $in{'othereSIG'};
$num_otheresig = $in{'num_eSIG'};
$mem_useful = $in{'mem_useful'};
$why_useful2 = $in{'member2'};
Sobjectives = $in{'objectives'};
$why_reasonable = $in{'why_reasonable'};
$other objs = $in{'other_objs'};
Sfacilities = $in{'facilities'};
$msg_scheme = $in{'msg_scheme'};
C G I  Script Source code (P E R L ) -  Questionnaire
#open the file for all the results
open( OUT,"»/users/capg/cryan/perl/results")|| die "cannot open results for writing";
print OUT "NAME $name\n";
print OUT "CTCESIG $ctcesig\n";
print OUT "MSGS SENT $msgesig\n";
print OUT "RESPONSE $response\n";
print OUT "WHY_JOINED $reasonJoined\n";
print OUT "ESIG USEFUL $membership_useful\n";
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print OUT "W HYjJSEFUL $why_usefiil\n";
print OUT "M EM B ER O FO TH ER ESIG  $otheresig\n";
print OUT "HOW_MANY_OTHER $num_otheresig\n";
print OUT "OTHER USEFUL $mem_useful\n";
print OUT "WHY OTHER USEFUL $why_useful2\n";
print OUT "OBJECTIVES OK $objectives\n";
print OUT "WHY_OK $why_reasonable\n";
print OUT "OTHER OBJS $other_objs\n";
print OUT "FACILITIES $facilities\n";
print OUT "USE_MSG_SCHEME $msg_scheme\n";
close(OUT);
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APPENDIX C
HTML Source Code for Map-of-Europe Page (Figure 4-1)
<html>
<title>Inter-University Co-operation in Europe in Computing</title>
<body bgcolor="ffffff1 text"DDDDD">
<img src="euflag.gif ' align=left><h2>Inter-University Co-operation in Europe in the 
field of Computing</h2>
<hr><b>
Below is a map of Europe. Those countries in white are members of the EU with 
Iceland and Norway also in white, for the purpose of this project. Simply click on the 
country which you want to investigate. You will be presented with a map of that 
country which contains links to the various third level institutions that offer 
computing courses.
</b><center>
<a href — "http ://simpr 1 .compapp.dcu.ie/cgi-bin/imagemap/europe">
<IMG SRC = "http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/europe.gifTSMAP =
“ISM AP "></a></center>
<hr>
<h6>The maps for this web site came from various sources including Virtual Tourist 
and National Property Register,UK.<br>
Page last updated 30/6/96
<br>If you have any comments or suggestions please email <a 
href="mailto:cryan@compapp.dcu.ie"> cryan@compapp.dcu.ie</a></h6>
</html>
HTML Source Code for the Side Frame Page - (Figure 4-1)
<html>
<head><title>Inter-University Co-operation in Computing</title></head>
<body bgcolor="ffffff' text"DDDDD">
<h4>Menu</h4>
<p><a href="maps.html" onMouseOver="self.status=Maps page';retum 
true"target=_top>Map of Europe</a>
< p x a  href="cr.html" onMouseOver="self.status='Search the database';retum 
true"target=display>Search the database</a>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br>
<br><h6>Page last updated 30/6/96
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<br>If you have any comments or suggestions please email <a 
href="mailto:cryan@compapp.dcu.ie"> cryan@compapp.dcu.ie</a></h6>
</html>
CGI Imagemap.conf File Source Code
ireland : /users/capg/cryan/public html/ireland.map 
austria :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/austria.map 
europe :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/europe.map 
norway :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/norway.map 
Sweden :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/sweden.map 
iceland :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/iceland.map 
lux :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/lux.map 
finland :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/finland.map 
denmark :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/denmark.map 
germany :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/germany.map 
holland :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/holland.map 
Portugal :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/portugal.map 
spain :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/spain.map 
greece :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/greece.map 
italy :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/italy.map 
belgium :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/belgium.map 
france :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/france.map 
uk :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/uk.map 
Scotland :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/scotland.map 
wales :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/wales.map 
england :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/england.map 
easteng :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/easteng.map 
seasteng :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/seasteng.map 
swesteng :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/swesteng.map 
mideng :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/mideng.map 
northeng :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/northeng.map 
northirl :/users/capg/cryan/public_html/northirl.map
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Imagemap File of Europe
default http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/error.html
rect http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/iceland.html 4,66 106,115
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/irl.html 108,216 62,251 62,251 91,281 91,281 
135,268 135,268 144,247 144,247 119,212 119,212 107,215
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/norway.html 469,3 357,30 357,30 336,59 336,59 
326,84 326,84 284,116 284,116 260,131 260,131 264,174 263,174 274,188 275,188 301,189  
301,188 323,173 323,173 339,150 339,149 337,117 337,117 336,107 336,107 353,96 353,96 
362,73 362,73 372,60 372,60 379,52 378,52 384,39 405,36 422,25 443,31 456,31 461,20  
474,17
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/sweden.html 422,40 454,83 435,100 405,130
397,138 416,160 416,160 396,190 390,213 372,217 372,217 335,205 332,178 351,160  
353,124 344,118 346,108 359,104 365,100 374,76 390,56 404,49 422,41 
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/uk.html 130,198 177,157 206,200 201,219 228,242 
231,263 223,270 191,288 126,299 141,278 143,265 161,249 154,240 127,204 133,197 
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/finland.html 452,44 462,79 447,110 434,116
433,149 461,160 496,151 524,122 505,83 491,45 488,25 474,24 466,42  
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/portugal.html 78,405 102,410 96,427 96,430 88,433 
97,442 92,461 90,466 70,470 32,450 34,431 57,432 57,432 78,405
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/spain.html 100,376 164,378 169,392 225,401
188.427 181,446 187,449 152,475 123,476 116,482 109,484 95,469 104,440 115,414 
120,404 81,394 100,376
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/france.html 178,381 227,392 241,378 257,381
265,366 267,352 260,337 275,320 283,311 225,294 217,294 201,305 181,296 180,309 
142,314 168,333 176,380
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/dutch.html 265,241 239,254 237,268 251,276
268,274 281,268 285,251 265,241
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/belgium.html 230,274 237,297 269,296 276,283 
256,277 228,273
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/lux.html 277,292 289,288 309,291 318,297 316,303 
310,307 295,307 268,298 277,293
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/denmark.html 324,189 263,203 261,221 311,226 
332,212 322,187
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/germany.html 295,251 308,249 306,236 313,234 
327,243 342,240 349,238 360,252 368,277 337,286 327,287 346,310 327,321 290,322 
294,311 294,311 324,305 308,287 278,287 275,277 286,266 289,254
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/austria.html 362,316 340,324 330,330 325,330
325,333 331,333 336,332 343,337 356,340 367,340 384,337 394,335 397,323 390,315 
389,313 374,312 361,315
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/italy.html 293,349 279,354 279,360 276,362 
276,365 276,369 281,372 284,374 293,368 297,367 307,371 318,380 332,396 351,411
366.415 377,424 385,435 385,443 381,452 370,456 356,456 344,452 336,459 367,476
376,474 371,465 372,462 379,459 385,458 390,447 396,440 391,433 393,424 410,431
414.428 398,420 381,410 382,405 360,398 336,378 358,395 339,373 337,361 345,352
351,346 330,337 313,347 294,350
poly http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/greece.html 421,439 443,422 455,420 482,413
501.415 506,407 510,414 507,421 486,422 507,477 512,484 523,493 517,499 473,500  
417,452 421,439
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H T M L  Source Code for M ap-of-Europe Page (M ain  Fram e)
<html>
<title>Inter-University Co-operation in Europe in Computing</title>
<body bgcolor="ffffff' text"DDDDD">
<img src="euflag.gif ' align=left><h2>Inter-University Co-operation in Europe in the 
field of Computing</h2>
<hr><b>
Below is a map of Europe. Those countries in white are members of the EU with 
Iceland and Norway also in white, for the purpose of this project. Simply click on the 
country which you want to investigate. You will be presented with a map of that 
country which contains links to the various third level institutions that offer 
computing courses.
</b><center>
<a href = "http://simprl.compapp.dcu.ie/cgi-bin/imagemap/europe">
<IMG SRC = "http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/europe.gifISMAP = 
"ISMAP"></a></center>
<hr>
<h6>The maps for this web site came from various sources including Virtual Tourist 
and National Property Register,UK.
Page last updated 30/6/96
<br>If you have any comments or suggestions please email <a 
href="mailto:cryan@compapp.dcu.ie"> cryan@compapp.dcu.ie</a></h6>
</html>
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H T M L  Source Code for Index Page (Side Fram e)
<html>
<head>
<title>Inter-University Co-operation in Computing</title>
</head>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text"DDDDD">
<table width=60>
<tr><td><h4>Menu</h4>
<p><a href=" euhome.html" target="display">Introduction</a> </p>
<p><a href="euhome.html" target="display">Map of Europe</a> <br>
<a href="austria.litml" target="display">Austria</a> <br>
<ahref-'belgium.html" target="display">Belgium</a> <br>
<a href="denmark.html" target="display">Denmark</a> <br>
<a href="finland.html" target-'display">Finland</a> <br>
<a href-'france.html" target="display">France</a> <br>
<a href="germany.html" target-'display">Germany</a> <br>
<ahref-'greece.html" target—'display">Greece</a> <br>
<a href="dutch.html" target-'display">Holland</a> <br>
<a href-'iceland.html" target="display">Iceland</a> <br>
<a href-'irl.html" target="display">Ireland</a> <br>
<a href="italy.html" target="display">Italy</a> <br>
<a hrei="lux.html" target="display">Luxembourg</a> <br>
<a href="norway.html" target="display">Norway</a> <br>
<a href="portugal.html" target="display">Portugal</a> <br>
<a h re f- 'spain.html" target="display">Spain</a> <br>
<a href=="sweden.html" target="display">Sweden</a> <br>
<a href="uk.html" target="display">United Kingdom</a> </p> 
<blockquote>
<p><a href="eng.html" target="display">England</a> <br>
<a href="scotland.html" target="display">Scotland</a> <br>
<ahref—'wales.html" target="display">Wales</a> <br>
<a href="ni.html" target="display">N.Ireland</a> </p>
</blockquote>
<p><a href="cr.html" target-'display">Search the database</a> </p> 
<p><h6>Page last updated 30/6/96 <br>
If you have any comments or 
suggestions please email
<a href-'m ailto: cryan@compapp. dcu.ie">cryan@compapp. dcu. ie</a></p>
< /tdx /tr>
</table>
<p><br>
<br>
<br>
</p>
</h6>
</body></html>
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Search Web Page to access the CTC database
lyf* N etscape * [Intei-Univeisity C oopeiation in Computing]
Ffo £dit View £o  bookmarks fiptions E*ecto<y Window
Back Foxwa/d Home | Edit Rdoad Jrnsgs-j J Open | Piini | Find | fjisp
m
(/A, Locatore |htlp://www.compapp.dcu.ie/~ayan/'map5.html J
Menu
Introduction
Map ofEurope 
Austria 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Holland 
Iceland 
Ireland 
Italy
Luxembourg 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden
United Kingdom
England 
Scotland 
Wales 
N. Ireland
Search the database
jÿiSâJ [Document Done
Search the CTC database
You can search a database, maintained by the CTC, of web pages of European 
university computing faculties/departments. Simply enter your query in the space 
provided below and press submit to run the query.
A page will then be presented to you with a list of references to those pages that 
matched your query.
QUERY:
Submit Quety Reset
F i f e  k f t  u p d a te d  3C/É/96
J f y t u J w v i  an y  ccirtnvavli tu  J U f je t ic n i  p lcM t a t i a l  e r r a m i  tom pairp .d a i ie
- G3-? A
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<html>
<head>
<title>Search Computing Depts of European Colleges</title>
</head>
<body>
<body bgcolor="#FFFFFF" text"DDDDD">
<table cellpadding=0 cellspacing=0 width=500>
<tr><td width=100%><h3>Search the CTC database </h3>
<hr width=500>
<p>You can search a database, maintained by the CTC, of web pages of European 
university computing faculties/departments. Simply enter your query in the space 
provided below and press submit to run the query. <br>
A page will then be presented to you with a list of references to those pages that 
matched your query. </p>
<form action="http://www.compapp.dcu.ie/cgi-bin/carmel/crsearch.pl" 
method="POST">
<p><b>QUERY</b> : <textareaname-'query" rows=2 cols=51></textarea></p> 
<hr width=500>
<p><input type=submit name="action" value="Submit Query"> <input type=reset 
value="Reset"> </p>
</form>
</td></tr>
</table>
<h6>Page last updated 30/6/96 <br>
If you have any comments or suggestions please email <a 
href="mailto:cryan@compapp.dcu.ie">cryan@compapp.dcu.ie</aX/h6>
</body>
</html>
H T M L  Source Code for Search Page (M ain Fram e)
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CGI Script Source code (PERL) - Search Facility
#! /appl/lang/bin/perl
require "cgi-lib.pl"; #includes a header file containing generic functions
print &PrintHeader;
&ReadParse; #these 2 functions are included in the header file
Srequest = $ENV {'REQUEST_METHOD'};
$uquery = $in {query}; #take in the query and rename it uquery
#Formatting of the Web page presented after query submitted
print "<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Results of searching CTC 'European College
Database'</TITLE></HE AD>\n";
print "<body bgcolor=\"ffffff\" text=\"000000\">\n";
print "<h3>The query submitted
was:</h3><BLOCKQUOTE>'$uquery'</BLOCKQUOTE><HR>"; 
print "<h3>Here are the pages which matched the query </h3>";
if( $uquery ne "") #if a query is actually entered do the following
{
chdir( "/users/capg/fkelledy/crs" ); #search engine called, query processed 
system( "/users/capg/fkelledy/crs/search -ws 8 -dn 1 -mda 5000 -I $uquery" ); 
system( "/users/capg/fkelledy/crs/get_url" );
open( F,"/users/capg/fkelledy/crs/results/l.urls" ) || htmdie( "Can't openUrl 
file for reading\n");
$i = 0;
while (<F>) #processing of results
{
$score = substr( $_,0,4 );
$len = length( $_ );
$tail = substr( $_,5,($len-5)); 
if( $i < 10 )
{
print "$score <A HREF=\"$tail\">$tail</A><BR>";
}
$i = $i + 1;
}
close( F ); 
print "<HR>";
}
else #if no query entered
{ print "<H2>query Rejected — too short</H2>";
}
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Sample Query #1 Search Page
^  N etscape * (Inter-Univeisity C oopeia tion  in Computing!
Fie £ctt ÿiew  fio  fiookmatki Options Qiiecioty Window Help
W RC
<>
B«ck
« V a la ft •
Fflrvwd Horn« R*!o«d t’ iSSW Op«n Kn„> Find S e t?
Location' |h»p:/Vwww.compapp.dcu.ie/~cryan/intro.html 
What's New? | What’s Cool? | Declinations | Nat Se&tch | People | Softwate |
M enu
Map of 
Europe
Search the 
database
Page Lari u p  dated
3 t m e
I f y m h w c  any 
coxruneib or 
n i is ird e n i p lc u e
qyan@ccaiip*in>.dcuij6
J jJ
Search the CTC database
You can search a database, maintained by the CTC, of web pages of European 
university computing faculties/departments. Simply enter your query in the space 
provided below and press submit to run the query.
A  page will then be presented to you with a list of references to those pages that 
matched your query.
QUERY L |
-3
Submit Oueiy | Resel
P tf e la r t  updated  30/C/96 
f f  you  have *ny ccmmmif <
■W-'gjI ¡Document: Done a ?
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Sample Query #1 Results Page
Netscape ■ llnte«-Univeisily C ooperation in Computing) H i  iff] P
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Sample Query #2 - Search Page
¿s Netscape - [Search Computing Depts of European Colleges]
File Edit View g o  gookmaiks Options {Directory Window Help
HÏÜK3
O
j$>j Location: | http: //www. compapp. dcu. ie/~cryan/cr. html
_________________
3
Search the CTC database
You can search a database, maintained by the CTC, of web pages of European 
university computing faculties/departments. Simply enter your query in the space 
provided below and press submit to run the query.
A page will then be presented to you with a list of references to those pages that 
matched your query.
Q U E R Y
Submit Query
Page la it updated  30/6/96
If  yen  have any lOiruiiHiij e r rag g g ticra  » U m  anaäl CTym@(Oim)aa)p d n iit
.r/^jl ID ocument: D one A
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Sample Query #2 - Results Page
yi/ Netscape - [Results of searching CTC 'European College Database1]
File Edit Jtfew go  fiookmaks flptions Directory Window Help
IH R E
<>
Location: |hltp:/7www.conripapp.dcu.ie/cgibin/,carrnel/crsearch.pl
The query submitted was:
'robotics'
Here are the pages which matched the query
1.00 http://www. sm.luth.se/csee/
1.00 http://www.comlab.ox.ac.uk/oucl/coufses/metig-ecs.html
1.00 http ://www. sm. luth, s e/c s e e/c our s e s
0.59 http://www. cc.uch.gr/Tinlimata/CSD/CSD.httnl 
0.59 http ://c swww. e s s ex. ac. uk/
0.59 http ://www. informatik. uni-kl. de/indexEnglish. html 
0.59 http://www.gwent.ac.uk/techno.htm 
0.59 http ://www. doc. ntu. ac. uk/C ours e s/b eng, html 
0.59 http ://www. c s. may, ie/mavno oth/ c ours e s/honours. html
0.59 http://www.ukc.ac.uk/computer science/Html/Prospectus/Uhderarad/cse97.html
_£/.saJ I Document: Done i r
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